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THE HELLENISTIC PERIOD IN CENTRAL ASIA 

by H . R. H. PRINCE P ET ER OF GREECE 

The appellation "Hellenistic Period " is the one 
by which is described that part of ancient history 
which goes from the death of Alexander the Great 
in Babylon in 3 2 3 B. C. to the fall of Alexandria to 
the Romans in 3 r B.C. 

It is the period of the successors of Alexander 
the Great or Diadochoi . 

This period is often neglected as one belonging 
neither to that of Classical Greece nor to Rome, 
and consequently is underestimated and even 
treated with contempt as one of decadence and of 
disorder. 

Actually nothing could be further from the 
truth, and historians and students of ancient history 
are coming in increasing numbers all over the world 
to consider more and more the Hellenistic Period 
as one in which the values and id eals of ancient 
Greece were preserved and handed on intact to 
the Roman world which was to follow. For it 
should not be forgotten, as it wifortunately often is, 
that Rome never knew Greece as it was in the 
days of the city-states. Her legacy was from the 
new world which the Macedonian conquerors 
created, not only with Philip and his successors in 
continental Greece, but also with Alexander and 
his diadochoi in the Near East and in the depths of 
Asia. 

That the generals who carried on after the 
death of their inspired leader fought among them
selves is undeniable. But then Alexander of Mace
don himself, when asked on his death bed to whom 
he left his empire, r eplied: "To the strongest." 
It is only natural, therefore, that a struggle between 
equals in valour and achievements should have 
followed, to carve up the headless empire into 
separate, sovereign states . 

In spite of what appears superficially as anarchy 
and civil war, the Hellenistic Period is a glorious 
page of Greek history, and has great significance 

for the development of Occidental culture from 
which our W estern world has issued. For three 
centuries, the Hellenistic kings of Asia kept alive 
Hellenic civilization and ideals in the Orient, thereby 
holding the Asiatic hordes away from the Medi
terranean and allowing for the smooth and continued 
development of Roman power, which was eventual
ly to take over as the next defenders of our world 
against Eastern onslaughts. 

Ever since the Median Wars in the previous 
century, the Greeks had been in the front line of 
the defence of Europe against Asia. In this "Eternal 
Question", as Herodotus has hinted that it might 
be called, the Hellenes appeared to have been 
given outstanding qualities of valour and of intell ect, 
gifts from the gods that made them extraordinarily 
fit for the titanic task which had been thrust upon 
them. That they should have made use of these 
gifts to fight one another in periods of relaxation 
and of leisure is perhaps but the price which they 
were made to pay for having been thus endowed. 

Armed conflict between Alexander's generals, 
most of them calling themselves kings and assisted 
by their sons, raged unceasingly for some twenty 
years after the conqueror 's death . Finally, a de
cisive battle was fought at lpsus in Phrygia, in 3 o 1, 

between Alexander's half-brother, Syria's Antigo nus 
the One-Eyed, and his son Demetrius Poliorcetes, 
on the one hand, and, on the other, a coalition 
organised by Cassander, king of Macedonia, which 
included Lysimachus of Thrace , Ptolemy of Egypt 
and Seleucus of Babylonia. Eighty-one year old 
Antigonus was killed in the battle, which his side 
lost, and Seleucus, king of Babylon, added the 
crowns of Syria and of Persia to that he already held. 

From then onwards, the Seleucid dynasty was 
firmly established in Asia as the true successors of 
Alexander the Great's rule in the Near East, Meso
potamia and Iran. From 2 2 8 onwards, however, 
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two states eventually em erged from this vast terri
tory . One was that of the Attalids of Pergamon 
in Asia Minor, who were not descendants of one 
of the Alexandrian generals, but local rulers who 
came to prominence with Roman assistance. The 
other was the kingdom of the Euthydemids of 
Bactria in Central Asia, who also were unconnected 
with any of the Macedonian conqueror's lieutenants . 
Both realms had been detached from either ends 
of the extensive Seleucid dominions, r espectively 
from the western and the far eastern extremities. 
It is with the Greco-Bactrian Euthydemids that we 
shall mainly concern ourselves in the course of the 
following pages. 

But before we do this, it would be wise to sum 
up briefly what were the principal characteristics 
of the Seleucid State, in order to familiarize our
selves with a typical Hellenistic administrative 
organisation in Asia, from which, as we shall see, 
the Greco-Bactrians differed considerably. 

The geographical limits of the kingdom of the 
Seleucids are badly known. They were, perhaps, 
less well defined than we are led to imagine by 
comparison with those of a modern state, and 
certainly the eastern frontiers, being subject to raids 
by nomadic peoples from Central Asia, were ex
pandable or retractable according to the necessities 
of defence. 

It is especially the frontier of Arachosia, situated 
today in south-eastern Afghanistan, w hich has been 
a subject of controversy for scholars. W.W. Tarn 
is of the opinion that it ran east of the modern 
Kandahar, while A. Foucher has given very con
vincing reasons for his belief that, on the contrary, 
it lay west of that town. We shall revert to this 
question at the end of this paper, when we examine 
the recent find at Kandahar of a bilingual rock 
inscription of the Indian emperor Asoka. 

With the son and the grandson of the founder, 
Seleucus N icator, the empire reached its highest 
development . In the first half of the third century 
B. C., its territory stretched from the Aegean to 
the Indian border . 

It was continually subject to attacks by Galatians, 
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Parthians, Greco-Bactrians of the Euthydemid 
dynasty, Attalids from Pergamon, assisted by the 
Romans whose creatures they were, by the Ptole
mies of Egypt and by the kings of Armenia in the 
Caucasus . The Seleucid realm or what was left of 
it ended as a Roman province in 64 B.C. It had three 
main centres of importance: Sardis in Asia Minor, 
Antioch on the Orantes in Syria (where the first 
Christians were later to appear as an organised 
body), and Seleucia on the Tigris, very close to the 
present-day site of Baghdad. 

Alexander the Great, before his death, had 
striven desperately to fuse East and W est into one 
harmonious State of which he would have been 
the head. Differences between Asiatics and Eu
ropeans were to be abolished, intermarriage was 
encouraged at Susa and Hellenes henceforward 
were not to be considered in any way the superiors 
of the Persians. The initiator of this policy died, 
however, before he could attend to its implementa
tion, and with his disappearance, it ceased to exist 
too, although it is doubtful that it could ever have 
been a success even if Alexander had lived . 

The Seleucids were completely opposed to 
such ideological concepts and quite brazenly set 
about creating a state in which the Greek element 
was dominant and the native one subject. In this 
they were assisted by the great quantity of Greek 
mercenaries at their disposal, m en who were willing 
to leave their Hellenic homeland to serve under 
the Hellenistic kings of Asia, as they had done, in 
other circumstances, for centuries already in the 
days of the Persian Achaemenids. Wher e did all 
these soldiers of fortune come from? What was the 
cause of this demographic overflow from Greece? 
Those are questions which have never been answer
ed so far, and which it would be worth while 
examining. In many ways, a parallel to the pheno
menon is to be found today in the Gurkha enrol
ments in the British, Indian and Pakistan armies. 

The Seleucid State was not an organic one as 
was the Roman one later; it had a superimposed 
framework of government by Greeks over the r est 
of the population because of the philosophy of its 
rulers, - which we could nowadays call "colonial ". 
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The framework consisted of the king, semi
divine and all-powerful, of the army and of the 
bureaucracy, which was both administrative and 
fiscal in character. Within this outer shell, other 
Greek elements played the role of additional 
padding. They were the cleruchs or military settlers, 
the catechoi or civilian colonisers, most of whom 
resided within walled cities, semi-autonomous and 
cut off from the native inhabitants. These poleis 

were a characteristic Seleucid product, and were 
not to be found in other contemporary Hellenistic 
States, such as the Egypt of the Ptolemies for 
instance. 

Administrative cells throughout the country 
were various. Disposed hierarchically, they con
sisted of stations or stathmoi, hyparchies and epar
chies, both types of provincial units, the latter 
the creation of the Seleucids and their basic 
division of government. Embracing all these were 
the ancient Persian satrapies, now entrusted to the 
military rule of a Greek strate9os or general. 

What was the role of the Asiatics in these Greek
dominated Seleucid domains? We know that strife 
did arise between Persians and Macedonians, princi
pally in the eastern parts of the kingdom, where 
land-owning Iranian barons objected very much 
to being subject to the conquering race. But 
otherwise our knowledge is scanty and could be 
well enriched by further research and study. 

The Seleucids took over the vast network of 
roads built by the Achaemenids, maintained it in 
good condition and improved it. They also saw to 
it that the Persian postal service did not fail them, 
and made good use of its facilities. 

In what concerns land-tenure, the fiction was 
that all land belonged to the semi-divine king, 
and was allotted to cultivators for their enjoyment. 
This principle, however, came into conflict with 
the rights of already established Persian landlords, 
such as the Iranian barons of eastern Persia mentioned 
above, and their opposition to it proved an insur
mountable obstacle to any contemplated land reform. 

Peasants, labouring on the large estates of the 
native land-owners, were serfs, tied to the land and 
under the sole authority of their masters. The Se-

leucids attempted to liberate them and give them 
the status of the Greek catechoi, and succeeded in 
doing so to some extent. But here again, they were 
opposed by the native feudal aristocracy, which 
naturally objected to seeing its labour force with
drawn in this way, and if the alien rulers were 
not more successful in their attempt, it was because 
of this steadfast opposition. 

On the whole, it can all the same be said that 
Hellenistic rule in Inner Asia benefitted the people. 
The standard of civilization rose continually and 
many Asiatic malpractices and excesses, principally 
of a penal and judiciary nature, tended to disappear. 
Greek was the administrative language used in 
all official business. 

Yet, despite the objective nature of their ad
ministration and the progress which they brought 
to the peoples under their rule, the Seleucids 
nevertheless failed in their task, above all because 
they insisted on the Greek nature of their coloni
zation. They divided to rule, putting Babylonians 
against Zoroastrians to keep the balance between 
them, thus sowing the seeds of their own downfall 
at the hands of the resurgent native priesthood. 
Their most lasting achievement appears to have 
been the calendar of the Seleucid era. Started at 
the return of Seleucus Nicator to Babylon in 3 1 2 

B. C. after a period of exile, it is said to be still in 
existence among the Monophysite Syrian Orthodox 
Church of the East. 

In most western European accounts of the 
Hellenistic period disproportionate importance is 
given to the Attalids of Pergamon. This can only 
be explained by Roman bias, by the transmitted 
tradition of Latin culture, which was not unnaturally 
concerned with giving first place to those who 
served Rome well and were its agents and associates 
in the penetration of the Near East from the 
west. 

In our opinion, however, the Euthydemids of 
Bactria played a greater part in the continued re
sistance of Mediterranean culture to the unceasing 
onslaughts of the nomads of Central Asia. In this, 
and from our point of view, there are therefore 
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far more worthy of attention. W e shall attempt to 
demonstrate this in what follows. 

The sequence of historic events in Bactria, after 
2 2 8 B. C. is schema ti call y given below. 

Unless the contrary is mentioned, all dates 
henceforward will be of the era before Christ. 

In 2 2 7, the strategos of Bactria-Sogdania pro
claimed himself king as Diodotus II, at the death 
of his father of the same name, who also had been 
strategos and Seleucid administrator of the far-off 
satrapy in Central Asia. Fearing that his action 
would bring down upon him the wrath of Seleucus 
II Callinicus, his sovereign, he concluded a defensive 
alliance with Tiridates of Parthia, a neighbour and 
potential opponent. 

Diodotus' s widowed mother was a sister of the 
Seleucid ruler. As such, she could not approve of 
the action of her son against her brother, consi
dering that it was anti-Hellenic and traitorous to 
the cause of her House . Her daughter, Diodotus's 
sister, was married to a certain Euthydemus, satrap 
of Magnesia. She now set about intentionally in
citing her son-in-law against her r enegade son, with 
such success that very soon the newly-proclaimed 
king was murdered by his sister's husband. He pro
claimed himself king in his place, and cancelled 
the alliance with Parthian Tiridates . 

Such action, far from meeting with popular 
disapproval, was hailed by the Macedonian Greeks 
of Bactria-Sogdania as a patriotic gesture which 
restored Hellenic uni ty in Asia. Euthydemus was 
accepted as the founder of a new dynasty and 
pledged support by his subj ects against the barbarian 
incursions. 

A later Seleucid ruler, Antiochus III, however, 
thought otherwise. For him, Euthydemus, like 
Diodotus before him, was a r ebel to his authority 
to be fought and reduced. In 2 1 o, he attacked the 
new king with a large military force which un
successfully besieged Bactra, capital of the satrapy, 
for two years. Confronted with this stalemate, the 
two adversaries eventually came to terms, especially 
when Euthydemus too, threatened to betray Helle
nism by calling in the Saca nomads of Central 
Asia to his assistance. Peace was then concluded, 
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and an alliance even signed between the two adver
saries. 

The safety of his position now assured, Euthy
demus proceeded to overflow the frontiers of his 
State. He annexed Ferghana and territory beyond; 
he may have even reached the Tarim basin in what 
is today Chinese Turkestan or Sinkiang, in efforts 
to supply himself with gold. He sent an expedition 
to Siberia, from where nickel was brought back, 
a r emarkable achievement when it is r ealized that 
this metal was only "discovered" in Europe in 17 51 . 
During this period of expansion, it is probable that 
the first contacts between Greeks and Chinese 
were established. 

In 206, Euthydemus annexed Margiana, the 
contemporary Merv, and entrusted its rule to his 
son Antimachus I, with the title of sub-king, an 
Euthydemid creation . 

The founder of the Greco-Bactrian dynasty 
died in 1 89 , in Bactra, the same year as Antiochus 
III was defeated at Magnesia by a combined army of 
Attalids and Romans. Demetrius I succeeded his 
father on the Bactrian throne. 

He too launched himself on a series of campaigns 
of annexation. He thus took Aria (the western 
part of present-day Afghanistan) which was added 
to the dominion of Antimachus I; then, Arachosia 
and Seistan, which were given to Apollodotus, the 
king's brother it is thought, to rule as a sub-king . 

Under the Euthydemids, Bactria-Sogdania was 
divided into satrapies as basic administrative units. 
It was the previous Seleucid eparchies which were 
given this appellation, an innovation of the new 
dynasty, which was later to b e adopted and continu
ed by its successors, the nomadic Parthian kings of 
Central Asia. 

The Euthydemids were popular with the native 
population. The reason for this is probably primarily 
because, contrary to the Seleucids, they did not 
attempt to establish themselves as the superior 
Greek rulers of a subject Asiatic people. They 
were followers of Alexander the Great' s policy 
which was, as we have seen, to fuse East and W est 
and make one nation out of Europeans and Asiatics . 

A greater number of serfs in Bactria-Sogdania 
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and in the annexed territories were emancipated 
by the liberal Greco-Bactrian kings. The country 
became dotted with many new poleis thus created, in 
imitation of the Hellenic ones, but now inhabited 
by a mixed population. 

Soon after the successes of his am1s in the 
eastern and south-eastern areas bordering on his 
State, Demetrius resolved to imitate Alexander and 
to invade India. 

He felt secure, now that Antiochus III had been 
defeated at Magnesia, that no danger of invasion 
from his fellow Hellenistic ruler in the west was to 
be feared any longer, and consequently that he was 
free to move further east without incurring danger
ous reprisals from his rival. 

In India, the descendants of Chandragupta 
(Sandracotus for the Greeks), first ruler and founder 
of the Maurya empire in the north-east (there where 
Bihar is to be found today) , still ruled in Pataliputra 
(modern Patna), the capital. Originally, it was with 
the first sovereign of this Indian dynasty that Se
leucus icator had made a treaty, establishing the 
frontier between their two realms further west 
than it lay in the days of Alexander in exchange for 
five hundred elephants which the Hellenistic king 
needed for his wars with his rivals in the West. 
Megasthenes had gone then (305) as ambassador 
to the Hindu court, and we are indebted for his 
colourful descriptions of life as it was then in India 
under the Mauryas. 

Apart from Pataliputra (or Paliputra for some) 
on the Ganges, Taxila in the Punjab was a centre 
of importance in the empire, as was Ujjain too in 
central India. A celebrated descendant of Chan
dragupta was Asoka ( or Piyadassi as he calls himself 
in his inscriptions) who was a convert to Buddhism 
and a great propagator of the faith throughout his 
dominions from 2 50 to 2 3 7, the date of his death. 

This then was the ruling house to which De
metrius I of Bactria was opposed when he resolved 
to emulate Alexander and to march into India. 
Seeking for an excuse to do so, he found that 
Chandragupta had married a Greek Seleucid princess 
in his time, and it was thus as a legitimate heir, 

through his maternal grandmother, to the Maurya 
throne that he presented himself to the Indian 
people. 

At the start of his campaign, he crossed the 
Hindu Kush or lndikos Kaukasos (Indian Caucasus) 
with Demetrius II, his second eldest son, and 
Menander, a Greco-Bactrian general, born in the 
Paropamisadae mountains of Aria. In Bactra, his 
capital, he left Euthydemus II, his eldest son, in 
charge as his co-ruler. 

South of the mountains, Demetrius camped at 
Alexandria-Kapissa, the city founded by Alexander 
at the confluence of the Panjir and Ghorband rivers. 
Here he installed Demetrius II as sub-king before 
moving on eastwards . 

He next crossed Gandhara, occupied Taxila 
beyond the Indus, and descending this river by 
boat, reached Patala in the south, today Hyderabad
Sind. It was here that he was met by Apollodotus, 
his brother, who had come from Arachosia through 
Gedrosia, the present-day Baluchistan. 

It was already 1 84 by then, and in that year the 
news reached the conquering Greeks that in Pata
liputra; Briha-drahta, last Buddhist Maurya emperor, 
had been assassinated by his Prime Minister, a 
Brahrnin called Pushya-mitra, whose avowed ob
jective was to r estor e Brahmanism to what he 
considered its rightful place, usurped by the 
Buddhists through their conversion of the rulers of 
the empire to their religion. 

Demetrius seized upon the unhoped-for oppor
tunity which presented itself to him in this way. 
He ordered Menander to march into the Maurya's 
capital Pataliputra, while Apollodotus was instructed 
to seize Ujjain. In 1 7 5, the occupation of these 
two cities was completed, and Barygaza (now Surat) 
on the (Gujerati) coast was also in Greek hands. 

Demetrius had met with complete success in 
his campaign because he had the support of the 
people. He appeared to them as the Just King, 
defender of the popular Buddhist faith against the 
attempted restoration of Brahmin caste domination 
and exactions against which Buddhism had protected 
them now for many hundreds of years. 

A certain amount of reorganisation was under-
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taken by the new ruler on the completion of his 
military task. Taxila and Ujjain were to be the 
two principal centres of the empire from which 
the vast dominions in the plains of India were 
henceforward to be administered. 

Demetrius returned shortly afterwards to Bactra, 
although we cannot be sure of the exact date. He 
installed Demetrius II, his son, as co-ruler there, 
because during his absence Euthydemus II who 
had held that office previously had died. 

Two other sons of Demetrius I were given 
sub-kingships. Pantaleon received Seistan, while 
Agathocles took over Arachosia, vacated by his 
uncle Apollodotus, who had gone to India. 

Let us leave the Greco-Bactrian kings now es
tablished in their new extensive conquests in Asia, 
and examine what was the Seleucid r eaction to these 
resounding successes . 

The Euthydemids had done better than Alexan
der, and had indeed pushed far beyond the limits 
reached by the conqueror, including the valley of 
the Ganges in their r ealm. 

This could but awaken the envy and jealousy 
of the neighbouring Hellenistic kings. For it is an 
unfortunate fact in Greek affairs that the successes 
of the few bring about the opposition of the many, 
and that very soon civil strife between the two 
sides appears, thus compromising the final result, to 
the detriment of the Hellenic cause in general. 
This was to happen here too . 

In 1 70, Antiochus IV became sole ruler of the 
Seleucid empire, upon the death by assassination 
of his nephew, his co-ruler. Visions of emulating 
Alexander in the East appeared to him too, especial
ly as the western part of his empire was now ir
retrievably lost to the Romans and their Attalidallies. 

Very soon, the new king declared Demetrius 
a rebel and decided upon a punitive expedition to 
r educe him, just as one of his earlier predecessors 
had done in the days of Euthydemus, when the 
latter had founded the Greco-Bactrian dynasty. 

But he did not lead the expedition himself. He 
entrusted it to Eucratides, his cousin, son of his 
sister Laodice and one Heliocles, a strategos . A start 
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was made from Babylon in 169, and very rapidly, 
within two years , the Hindu Kush mountains were 
reached. From this date (167) onwards, chronology 
becomes uncertain and all figures given will only 
serve to indicate the suggested time at which events 
took place. 

On receiving the news of the Seleucid expedition 
against him, Demetrius left India and made for his 
home in Bactria. He ordered Menander to Mathura 
(Mutra) to cover his r etreat in the plains and 
instructed Apollodotus to take up positions in 
Gandhara. 

He then met Eucratides in the Hindu Kush 
mountains and a great battle followed in which the 
two adversaries fought each other to a standstill. 
Greek killed Greek with a ferocity which r eminded 
one of the epic battles in their own homeland, many 
thousand of miles away, on the shore of the Aegean. 
The Yuga-Purana, an ancient Indian chronicle , speaks 
of the "frightful and supremely lamentable strife 
between Yavanas." For indeed , this struggle with
out mercy or consideration for anything else than 
mutual elimination was to spell the doom of Helle
nistic dominance in Asia, never again to be revived. 

In 1 67, Demetrius was killed in Bactra, as was 
Antimachus also . Eucratides, emerging victorious 
from the encounter, marshalled his forces and 
continued towards India. He left his son Heliocles 
in charge at Bactra. 

The Seleucid captain was as successful on the 
road to the plains as he had been in the Bactrian 
highlands. In 163, Agathocles, sub-king of Ara
chosia was killed near Alexandria-Kapissa; Apollo
dotus, awaiting battle in Gandhara, was defeated and 
lost his life in the struggle . Eucratides did not stop 
now until he had reached the Jhelum ( called Hy
daspes in Greek), where he reported back to his 
master, Antiochus IV. 

The latter was enthusiastic about his cousin's 
successes. So much even that he decided to follow 
him. He set out shortly after on a campaign to 
r educe the roving Parthians, but contracting tuber
culosis, died of the complaint in Media. Where
upon Eucratides, from his camp in India, proclaimed 
himself king of the Orient. 
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Timarchus also, satrap of Media, lost no time 
in declaring himself independent ( 1 60 ), and it is 
probable that Eucratides encouraged him to do this, 
both of them throwing off all allegiance to the 
Seleucids. 
. Such disorders in the camp of the Greek enemy 
could only serve as a stimulant for the ambitions of 
the nomadic Parthians. Mithridates, their king, 
set out at once to attack Timarchus, whom he 
defeated very rapidly, turning next upon Eucratides. 
The latter, in 1 59, realizing the dangerous position 
in which he found himself, came to terms with Me
nander who was still holding out against him from 
Mathura. It is suspected that he agreed to let his 
adversary have Gandhara, before marching back 
over the mountains to Bactra. 

There he very quickly lost his life, but not, it 
seems as the result of any encounter with Mithri
dates. He appears to have been killed by tribesmen 
acting under orders of a Greek leader, whose 
description very closely fits that of Demetrius II. 
That is why W. W. Tarn has made the bold sug
gestion that he was despatched by the son of 
Demetrius I, his earlier victim, and that the younger 
Demetrius II had joined the Parthians for what we 
would call guerilla warfare today, after Eucratides's 
victory over the Greco-Bactrian king eight years 
earlier. 

Until he met his death in this strange fashion, 
why was Eucratides so eminently successful against 
the Euthydemid dynasty? There are no doubt many 
reasons, but the ones most worthy of notice are 
that he was acting on behalf of the Seleucids, a 
Seleucid himself, legitimately claiming to be re
ducing a rebel House in the realm (propaganda of 
this sort, claiming "legitimacy", was actually a feature 
of the campaign of both adversaries); that Antiochus 
IV supported him; and lastly, that the Macedonian 
element among the Greco-Bactrians never quite 
agreed to the Alexandrian policy of assimilation of 
the native population which the sovereigns followed, 
and were really quite pleased to seek a change to a 
more "Greek" colonial policy which the arrival of 
Eucratides encouraged them to believe might take 
place. 

Here really ends the story of the Hellenistic, 
Greco-Bacterian dynasty of the Euthydernids, ex
cept that it was followed by related Greek kingdoms 
in India, of which it is perhaps worth while briefly 
to retrace the later history. 

Even if it is not absolutely sure that Eucratides 
traded Gandhara with Menander in exchange for 
peace and security in his rear while he took on the 
Parthian king Mithridates, it is certain that De
metrius's general, born in the Paropamisadae 
mountains of Aria, did proclaim himself king in the 
present day Punjab, at Sagadha (Sialkot) after the 
defeat and disappearance of Eucratides ( 1 59) . 

There, he married Agathocleia, sister of Deme
trius II, in order to establish a legitimate link with 
the previously reigning House of the Euthydemids. 
The territory over which the couple reigned went 
from Mathura to Barigaza, and included both the 
Punjab and Gandhara. Antimachus II Nikephorus, 
son of Antimachus I of Margiana and Aria, was the 
sub-king. 

This Greco-Bactrian successor state was not a 
closely knit Hellenistic one as was its predecessor; 
there were too few Greeks residing in it to make it 
so. It was characteristically a Greco-Indian state in 
which the peoples of either nationality had equal 
rights. The state religions were both the ancient 
Greek one and Buddhism, and it is believed that 
Menander himself was a convert to the latter, 
without for that having given up his native faith, 
something which is possible, as it always was, in 
India even today. 

The Milindapanha, an ancient Indian epic poem 
about king Milinda (Menander's Indian name) 
describes in lively terms the discussion which took 
place between him and the celebrated Buddhist sage 
and founder of the Mahayana School, Nagarjuna, 
concerning the existence or not of the soul. 
Menander is described in this work as a chakravartin, 

that is to say a Universal King. 
In 1 50 he died, and was succeeded by his son 

Stratos I. As the latter was still in his infancy, 
Agathocleia remained queen and regent until the 
boy would come of age. 

In 141, Heliocles, son of Eucratides, was 
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joined by his father's army which had come up to 
him from India. Placing himself at its head, he 
invaded Gandahara, and went on into the plains to 
conquer Taxila from Stratos I. 

Eleven years later, in r 30, the Yueh-chi, a 
nomadic tribe of Central Asia, pressed westwards 
by their aggressive Hun neighbours, the Hiung-nu, 
entered Bactria, where they made their home . The 
Greeks were definitely and for ever ousted from 
this area north of the Hindu Kush, where they had 
lived so long . 

In India, nevertheless , they carried on . At the 
time of the Yueh-chi ' s invasion, there were two 
Hellenistic dynasties in the plains. In the west, were 
the descendants of Eucratides, whose son Heliocles , 
as we have seen, had been installed there ; in the 
east , were the Menanderids, with Strato I, son of the 
founder of this new dynasty, now come of age and 
who reigned, it is believed, very long. 

But time was running out for the r emaining 
Greek dynasts. In 80 , the Sacas or Central Asian 
Scythians, coming from Bactria, southwards through 
Arachosia, penetrated the north-wester Indian plain 
and took Taxila as they moved north. The Saca 
invasion was completed ten years later, in 70, with 
the capture of Alexandr ia-Kapissa at the foot of 
the Hindu Kush mountains by Maues , king of the 
nomadic Scythian tribe , attacking the town from 
the east . He made it his capital, and r eigned there 
until 58, when he died . 

Following upon his disappearance, there was a 
r enaissance of Greek influence in these parts of 
Asia. A king called Amyntas, whom we know by 
his coins, and his son Hermaius seem to have gained 
the ascendency in the plain:s of the Punjab . But w e 
do not know to which dynasty they belonged, al
though it is generally presumed that they were 
Eucratids . 

But they were not to be succeeded by any other 
Hellenistic kings. In 30 B.C. one year, that is, 
after Alexandria had fallen to the attacking Roman 
armies of Octavius and the last of the Macedonian 
Ptolemies of Egypt, Cleopatra, had taken her own 
life rather than fall into the hands of her enemy, the 
Sacas were again on the march. This time , under 
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their kings Spalarises and Azes, they invaded the 
kingdom of the east where a Greek sovereign 
called Hypostrates reigned, and put an end to him; 
they then went on westwards to supplant Hermaius, 
who attempted to interest China in his plight, ap
pealing in vain to its emperor to come to hi~ 
ass istance . 

Athens, 1960 

Appendix 1 . 

The Discovery of a Bi-lingual Rock Inscription 
of the Emperor Asoka at Kandahar in Afghanistan, 
1958 . (1) 

The discovery was made by chance by an 
Afghan school-teacher of Kandahar, in April, 19 58. 

It consists of a rock inscription of the Indian emperor 
Asoka in both Greek and Aramaic, on the face of 
the cliff, north-east of the mountain range of Chehel 
Zina (the Forty Steps), against which are to be 
found the ruins of old Kandahar. It is of the usual 
type , found elsewhere in India, of the emperor 
Asoka' s rock inscriptions. 

As published by the French Archaelogical 
Mission to Afghanistan, the Greek text runs as 
follows: 

"Ten years having passed, king Piodasses" (the 
Greek name of Asoka) "has shown Piety to men . 
And since then he has made men more pious still, 
and everything on earth prospers . And the king 
keeps away from living beings, and other men and 
hunters and fishermen of the king have ceased to 
go hunting. And those who w ere no t masters of 
themselves have ceased, as far as they were able, not 
to control themselves. And they have become 
obedient to father and mother and to aged people, 
contrary to what was the case previously. And 
henceforeward, in acting thus, they will live better 
and in a manner that will benefit them in every
thing ". (Author's translation) . 

This is the most easterly inscription in the 
Greek language ever found. What is more, its 
author is an Indian monarch, and he has written it 
in the two languages, Greek and Aramaic, which 
were used r espectively by the chancelleries of the 
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Hellenistic Seleucid kings of Asia and of the Achae
menid dynasty of Persia. 

It would appear form this then that Kandahar 
was within the frontiers of the Maurya empire, as 
A. Foucher has said, and not part of ,the Seleucid 
realm, as W. W. Tarn would have it. Therein lies 
the importance of the discovery, as far as this paper 
is concerned. 

The probable date of the inscription is 2 50 

B.C., for it makes a reference to the king having 
"shown Piety" after "ten years" had passed. That 
is to say, it is contemporary to Asoka's conversion 

Appendix 2. 

Genealogy of the Euthydemid dynasty of Bactria 

which took place ten years after his crowning, m 
260 B.C. 

It is remarkable that Greek is apparently still 
the language used in this area of Arachosia, formerly 
subject to the Achaemenids, detached by Alexander 
and granted by treaty fifty five years earlier to 
Chandragupta by Seleucus Nicator in exchange for 
the elephants which he needed. The type of Greek 
in which the inscription is written is of the ordinary, 
popular kind, such as was spoken by Greeks in Asia 
during the Hellenistic Period. 

EUTHYDEMUS 
strate9os, later king of Bactria, 
m. the daughter of Diodotus I, 

former strate90s of Bactria 

I 

I I I 
DEMETRIUS I APOLLODOTUS ANTIMACHUS 
king of Bactria and of India sub-king of the south sub-king of the north 

I 
EUTHYDEMUS II 
co-king of ~actria 

I 
DEMETRIUS II 
sub-king of the 
Paropamisadae, 
later king of Bactria 

I I 
PANTALEON AGATHOCLES 
sub-king of Seistan sub-king of 

Arachosia 

I 

I 

I 
AGATHOCLEIA 
m. to MENANDER, 
strate90s, later king of 
India 

I 
STRATO I 

ANTIMACHUS II NIKEPHORUS 
Sub-king of Gandhara 

Sources and Biblio9raphy: The sources are those quoted by W. W. Tarn in his The Greeks in Bactria and 

India, such as: i. Greek authors: Apollodorus, Diodorus, Herodotus, Isidorus, Plutarch, Polybius, Pseudo
Aristeas, Ptolemy, Stephanus, Strabo; ii. Latin authors: Justin, Pliny, Livy, Trogus; iii. Indian works: 
Yuga-Purana, Vayu-Purana, Milindapanha, Mahabharata; iv. Chinese works: Shi-ki of Ssu-Machien, Ch'ien 
Han Su of Panku and its continuation Hon Han Shu of Fan-Ye. La Vieille Route de I' lnde by A. Foucher has 
also been consulted. 

( 1 ) Une Bilin9ue Greco-Arameenne d' Asoka by D. Schlumberger, L. Robert, A. Dupont-Sommer, E. Ben
veniste, in the journal Asiatique, Paris, Tome CCXLVI, 1958, Fasc. 1. 
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Dr. Vilborg's publication of a text of Achilles 
Tatius with full apparatus criticus, result of pains
taking collation of MSS and papyri and backed by 
extensive bibliography, ( 1) has filled a longfelt 
need(2) and created an invaluable r esearch tool. 
His lucid account of the sources and transmission 
of the text, (3) however, shows what close reading 
of the text thus constituted also indicates , that it 
is extensively marred by corruption. (4) The 
accident of the discovery of three papyrus fragments 
has made possible the analysis of tendencies to error 
in the mediaeval MSS, (5) an analysis largely fore
shadowed in the reconstructive work of the brilliant 
textual critic John Jackson. (6) Vilborg has done 
scholarship the great service of collecting in full 
and making readily available the body of emendations 
built up by the 54 scholars who have worked upon 
the text but, himself aiming "to establish the best 
ancient tradition", has produced a conservative 
text. (7) The present writer, working to produce 
an edition of book III, wishes here to deal with 
certain difficulties whose obdurate r esistance to all 
attempts at explanation indicates the necessity for 
the more drastic measure of emendation. This course 
is only attempted because the minute scholarship of 
Vilborg and Jackson has provided a secure basis 
by establishing a text and indicating probable areas 
of error. For convenience, Vilborg's symbols for 
MSS and papyri are adopted throughout. 

&.1t' cx.u•t"rj<; of 2, 2 is a well-known corruption. (8) 
Vilborg has adopted the variant reading, annotated 
to H (an MS of the sixteenth century), &.crrpcx.1trj<;. 
This reading is unsatisfactory because transcription
ally far removed from the generally given reading 
and as breaking the schematic arrangement whereby 
the element is in each case paired with a phe
nomenon proper to that element but occurring only 
in storms, thus: 

? > 7tUp; oupcx.v6c; > ~pOVTI)V; &.c:pcx. > ~6µ~o<;. 
Presumably the original text read cx.i>p'Y)<;: corruptions 
of one letter within a word are frequent in the 
transmission of Tatius' text and the Ionic form is 
paralleled by others used elsewhere in the book(9) 

IO 

and suited to the elevated diction of this miniature 
purple passage as well as the schematism . A few 
lines below 1tl1t-rouow is difficult to translate: 
Gaselee's 'beat against the sail' (p. 137) will not do, 
as it involves a meaning nowhere else recorded for 
the verb with this preposition and case and, further, 
necessitates the mistranslation of &.v-rmcx.-rcx.youv·n:<; 
which immediately succeeds. Logically 'fall around' 
ill accords with the context of winds blowing in 
many directions simultaneously so that the air is 
a tumult of noise. Ominously, the MSS are at 
variance: Vilborg does not follow the best tradition 
in this reading. ( 1 o) pl1t-rouow, in the absolute sense 
recorded at LSJ VII, would solve the difficulties: 
'hurled themselves around the sail and made a din, 
rattling to drown any other sound' . In this case 
the MSS reading would have come about by emen
dation of an unusual usage rather than transcriptional 
error. Significantly, single letter corruption is 
frequent in book III and certainly such elliptical 
usage as here posited is r emarkably frequent in the 
opening chapters of the book. 

e:u-rpe:1t[~e:L ~a'Y) of 3, 1 involves a twofold diffi
culty, of illicit hiatus and of voice . Tatius avoids 
hiatus carefully, allowing it frequently only after xcx.[ 
( 107 times in book III) and M (8 8 times) and before 
or after the article (39 times); often before oi:iv 
(14 times) and infrequently before or after a few 
other words. (11) True, such hiatus can be paral
leled, ( 1 2) but there is a further difficulty , which 
Gaselee' s translation (p. 141) glosses over: "he then(!) 
had the jolly-boat got ready". Admittedly, the 
sense demands a middle, for one man could not 
have got the boat ready, but Tatius' usage of this 
verb carefully distinguishes middle ( cf. 2, 2 8, 1) 
from active ( 1, 5, 1) and, for that matter, from 
passive (5,14,3 and8,7,6). Probably thene:u-rprnl~e:w 
should be read; certainly it makes a unity out of 
the helmsman's actions: he abandons the rudder, 
control of the ship and finally the ship, in a climactic 
series . 

In 5, 1 1te:ptxcx.0[crcx.v-re:<; involves a strained use 
of the meaning of the compound (cf. LSJ 1te:ptxcx.0[~w 
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II). This is odd, because Tatius uses his compounds 
with double-prefixes with great care: e .g. l1teµ~ixL
v6v-rwv at 3 ,4 clearly (pace LSJ) means : 'coming 
into (the boat) on top of (those already there)'. 
Suspiciously, another verbal compound with 1tepL
immediately precedes. What Tatius probably wrote 
was : ~v0ix1tep xix0(crixv-rec; ( omission or insertion of L 
occurs frequently, cf. below passim). Similarly 
at 5, 3 µe-rlwpov is also odd, though Gase lee 's 
translation (p. 145) conceals this by translating 
~uAov as the spar to which Clinias was clinging 
(in spite of Clinias' remark in 5, 2, which definitely 
identifies it as the prow on which Leucippe and 
Clitophon were sitting) . In fact, nowher e in the 
scene of ship-wreck does Clitophon narrate in such 
a detached and affected way what is happening to 
him. Jackson comments on confusion caused in 
Tatius' text by corruptions caused through the 
proximity of words of similar endings(pp . r 08-109) : 

a change to µe-rewpdv (from µe-rewplw used as 
equivalent of µe-rewp(~oµixL - cf. LSJ ad loc.) gives: 
'so that our piece of the ship was merely raised 
up, high upon the crest of the wave, 'and we saw 
Clinias again'. · 

7, 1 -2 presents grave difficulties to the translator: 
"for the painter had made its surface rough, just as 
nature had fashioned it " is Gaselee's noble attempt 
at the impossible (p. 149). Vilborg posits an 
archetype mediaeval MS in uncials to explain such 
things as incorrect word division and punctuation; 
Jackson devotes considerable space at the con
clusion of his article to difficulties with parenthe
ses. ( 1 3) The words 0lAeL OE .... ~ y"Yj should clearly 
be bracketed as a parenthesis; ~ OE lv(opu-rixL ... 
recapitulates prior to proceeding. Even so, we; 
causes insuperable difficulties. The obvious emen
dation is to wcreL - the word recurs at 1 5, 6 - which, 
with the bracket, gives complete sense as well as a 
correction that is, transcriptionally, readily under
standable. True, it induces hiatus, but the 36 other 
instances of hiatus make this chapter already far 
and away most marked for hiatus in the book (next 
nearest is chapter 13 with 3 2 ), as might be expected 
from the grand style of a purple passage such as this. 
Moreover the grouping of syllables thus produced 

occurs so often in hiatus in book III that it can be 
regarded as legitimate. (14) 

Further difficulty is caused in this chapter by 
the meaningless 7tA'Y)cr(ov of 7,7; Gaselee's "his 
winged sandals" (p. 151) simply omits the word, 
indicating the difficulties of translation. This is 
surely a case of the substitution of the usual for the 
unusual; ( r 5) 1tA"Yjx-rpov, in apposition and in the 
sense 7t'Y)OCX.Awv (cf. LSJ 4), 'an oarage of feathers', 
has been corrupted. The word occurs elsewhere 
in Tatius at 8,9,4. This does not exhaust the 
difficulties of this over-written purple passage, with 
its rich, choice diction. A similar transpostition 
of usual for unusual has produced xpixtj in section 9. 

None of the dictionary m eanings for xpix-rlw are 
suitable here; xpcbn, or possibly - to keep equi
valence of tense - xpix(vn, must be the word 
corrupted. 

The purple passage , and our difficulties, continue 
into chapter 8 . le; -r~v . . .. yixcr-rlpix ~pucp~ cannot be 
translated "was feasting upon his belly" (Gaselee 
pp. 151 and 1 53) according to the use of the word 
in LSJ and the remainder of Tatius' writings . (r6) 
The word required, as the following section indi
cates, is -rpu1t~: 'was boring into his belly'. The 
corruption of a single letter is a familiar phenomenon 
in the transmission of this text, and recurs with µlv 
in the same section. Difficulty has long been ex
perienced over the particle here : Headlam ( r 7) and 
Rouse (r 8) both, apparently independently, in
serting oi'iv to secure the obviously needed ad
versative idea. Corruption from µ~v, which some
times has this meaning, ( r 9) explains the crux; 
transcriptionally it is not difficult and the cor
ruption is of a type amply illustrated in the last 
three examples. 

At r r, 1 &:1to otoouv-roc; (so Vilborg) is another 
perennial source of editorial misgiving. Hercher 
deleted the preposition; Gaselee posited elision . ( 2 o) 
Hiatus after &1to does not occur elsewhere in book 
Ill but 1,.oma oloixc; of 2 2 ,6 might be quoted as a 
close parallel. However, as chapter 1 1 has less 
incidence of hiatus than any other in the book, 
this seems more likely to be a case of erroneous 
word division, a type of error so common in the 
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text as to have suggested an archetype MS in 
uncials (Vilborg p. XLVII). Besides, the reading 
as it stands presents difficulties: E~e:x.fvwcre:v is only 
constructed with a simple genitive according to LSJ 
and the meaning 'and clears the sufferer out, as it 
were, of a swollen wound' is not satisfactory, 
introducing as it does an extraneous concept 
'swollen'. The reading &.notoouv-roc; gives the 
meaning 'and clears the sufferer out, as when a 
wound swells (up and bursts) out' . True, this is 
not the meaning recorded by LSJ for &.noLOEw 
('swell up'), but one other instance of a striking com
pound verb where the prefixes had full force, giving 
a sense not recorded in LS J, has already been noted 
(he:µ~om6v-rwv 3 ,4) . Ther e are several other cases of 
meanings not recorded in LSJ: e .g . x.oc-r6mv in Tatius 
means 'from behind' (3,5,3; 3,8,5 and 2,22,2) and 
7tAWTTJP 'passenger',' supercargo' (only): 3, 3, 2. And 
besides, several words used in book III are given by 
LSJ withoutotherexamplesofusageormeaning. (21) 

At 1 5, 1 the phrase 1tpoc; 't"~V oux.~ocmv is odd: 
the article seems to suggest that the reader should 
already know of the crossing and such failure to give 
anticipatory information is unusual in Tatius. More
over, the remainder of the sentence is clumsily 
appended by way of dilatory explanation, again 
unusually for Tatius. Gaselee's recasting of the 
sentence (p . 165) shows clearly the difficulties 
experienced by an intelligent translator. Emen
dation to np6cr0e:v, an easy corruption with uncials, 
removes these difficulties by not presupposing 
acquaintance on the reader's part with 'the' crossing 
and organically necessitating explanatory clauses in 
the rest of the sentence . At 1 5, 5 difficulty again 
occurs with the word &nocv-re:c;. It is manifestly clear 
from 21 ,5-6 that only Menelaus and Satyrus, and 
not the rest of the pirate band, were at the altar for 
the sacrifice: 15,6 and 19,3 agree with 15,4 in this, 
and to make Tatius so contradict himself would 
invol ve an inconsistency paralleled nowhere else 
in the book . Altered word order is a corruption to 
which Tatius' MSS are prone:(22) transposition 
from a position after opwv-re:c;, by an ocular error 
caused through the similarity of the ending of 
x.oc-roc-re:µ6v-re:c;, has occurred . 
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At 19 , 2 µe: involves some inconsistency : im
mediately after singling himself out from the rest 
of the company (ne:ptrnfooµe:v ... µe:), Menelaus 
adds absent-mindedly that Satyrus was with him. 
Awkwardly, there is no copula to join the pair of 
main clauses thus constituted,(23) oddly when 
there has been such care to provide connectives 
to this point of the chapter . One would expect 
something like 'when we suffered shipwreck and the 
waves swept us ashore' - i. e . of for µe: . 

At 20,6 corruption of <p to 1t seems to have 
occurred, reversing the process of corruption 
discussed at 8, 1, in h-rpocne:fooc: h-rpfnw, according 
to LSJ, cannot bear the meaning 'turn out of', 
proper to hcr-rpE<pw and obviously necessary her e, 
as Gaselee's translation indicates (p . 177). Once 
this corruption had occurred the initial sigma 
would speedily be excised. And it should be 
noted that Tatius affects the instrumental-comita
tive dative exemplified by -ri;"> vocuocylep which follows: 
it is repeated twice in the following chapter (not 
to include the closely parallel instrumental -ri;"> pot 
of this section): 2 1 ,5 -tjj cr<pocy?j (twice). Emen
dation by the insertion of the preposition EV is 
therefor e unnecessary, especially when otherwise 
unexampled hiatus is caused, as is the case with 
Co bet's EV following x.oc-ra~'ljvocL in 2 1 , 5 (cf. Jackson, 
p . 100, on the introduction of illicit hiatus as 
diminishing the probability of conjecture). 

Errors in punctuation are one of the legacies 
which suggest an archetype in uncials and at 2 o, 7 

incomprehensibility can be easily avoided by shifting 
the comma after µfpoc; forward, so that it comes 
after µe:-roccr-rpf(jiac;. But the clause ocrov . .. . µe:-rewpov 
defies such facile remedies at 2 1 ,4 (a chapter, this, 
whose text is unusually faulty). As it stands the 
clause is nonsense. It can only mean 'as much as 
the lifted up part of the hilt is lifted up' (tautologous) 
or 'as much as the lifted-up part is lifted up from 
the hilt' (which is manifestly contrary to the sense). 
(24) ocrov here seems to b e used with the same 
finite verb construction as ocrov &ve:tcrLv of section 5 

below rather than the infinitive of ocrov ~v n"Aoccr~v 
above . Sense requires what Gaselee in fact gives in 
translation, something like 'by as much of the hilt 
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as is lifted up on high', but the article prevents this 
predicative interpretation of µe:-dwpov. Emen
dation of the article to -rot resolves all difficulties and 
gives the classical significance of the particle ( cf. 
Denniston, 537 f.). Such substitution of the usual 
for the unusual has already occasioned the corruption 
of another such particle (µ~v at 8, 1 ). 

A well known(25) crux in this chapter occurs 
with xd XP1Jcr"nj~ of section 6. Jackson has discussed 
at some length the "tendency to the permutation 
or preterition of syllables" common to this MSS 
tradition (pp. 104-106) . Surely the corrupted word 
is XP1Jcr-r61"1)-ro~ in its significance' goodness of heart', 
'humanity'? At all events such emendation is less 
drastic than the others proposed. Not that excision 
is not at times necessary: Castiglioni's excision of 
-rwv )..:ncr-r&v in 2 2, 2 is clearly a case in point. True, 
Gaselee makes a noble attempt to defend it by his 
translation of it as a subjective genitive, but, a few 
lines further on, almost the same idea recurs and 
there a preposition is felt necessary: -rou~ un' ('J.U't"WV 

e:tAY)µµevou~ . The words, which are not necessary 
to the sense or the definition, are clearly an adscript 
assumed into the text. As parallel can be quoted 
the words -ro ~EAO~ of 8, 6 which are generally ac
knowledged as requiring excision ( cf. Vilborg 
XLVII). 

Finally, there is a most unusual use of xoµ~ at 
25,3. Just possibly the verb might be used in the 
metaphorical sense given at LSJ IV, but Tatius' use 
elsewhere ( 2, 1, 3 - with a dative, too) gives no hint 
of the meaning required here. Gaselee's free trans
lation (p. 187) and the MSS tradition (M omits the 
passage: Vilborg p. 68, notes to line 25) indicate a 
difficulty. This seems to be an instance of confusion 
of uncials, i.e. AA for M. (26) The passage should 
run: 0e('J.V" &x-ri:crt XOA.t .. ii't"('J.t" X't"A. XOAA<XW is here used 
in its significance 'join together'. "Misadventure 
with the copula" is only too frequent (Jackson, 
103-104) and hiatus, frequent in this chapter, is 
legitimate here, being pause-stopped (and already 
in the text). 

T. F. CARNEY 
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is a solid body of well-known MSS errors (X LV). Emendation 
has in fact already commenced on V. 's text: R. M . Rattenbury, 
A Note on Achilles Tatius, Ill, 21, 3, REG 72, 1959, 11 6-118 . 

(5) V., XLV-XLVII. 

(6) The Greek Novelists: Miscellanea, C.Q;, 29, 1935, 52-57 
and 96- 1 1 2; relevant discussion occurs on pp. 56, 97-98, 
102-104, 106and 108-109. 

(7) Cf. respectively V., LXXXVII, LXXXIX-XCI andLXXXV. 
(8) Cf. V., XLV. 

(9) E.g. a few lines further on (2,3) in xix)..m 'ropes', the 
Ionic form xix)..oc;; of the Attic xix)..wi;. 

( 1 o) Cf. p. 50, notes to line 16 (for the choice of the ct 

tradition when supported by F, see p. LXXI - where note 2 
omits to c ite this passage). 

( 1 1) E.g. drrwv (and variants) d-i:c:t and TE (3 times each); 
ye:, di;, e:cr-i:( , ~v (twice each). 

(12) By errd wrrni0"/J of 15,5 (deliberately done to convey 
a gasp of horror, as 6&)..ci-i:-i:ct &yvwµ.ov of 23,4 imitates a sob). 
But chapter 1 5 is written in the grand style suited to its 
(tragi-comic) subject matter and contains the (equal) third 
highest number of instances of hiatus in the book ( 1 9 instances 
of hiatus proper plus 7 of crasis, elision or pause-stopped hiatus) 
whereas chapter 3 is in no way outstanding for the incidence 
of hiatus. &vw wi; of 1 7, 1 is the only other instance in the book 
of an illi cit hiatus formed by two long syllables (cril>~pep di; of 
7,8 is pause-stopped in effect). It is a case where V. would 
have done well to follow the [3 group of MSS (which have a 
different word-order) according to his own decision of pp. 
LXI and LXXXV. 

( 13) Respective ly: V. , XL V-XL VI and XL VII; Jackson, 
109-1 I I. 

( 14) Cf. rrmd EV, I 3, 3, and eµ.tX drrov I 4, I' Tc:tUTc:t drrwv 
1 9, 1 and -i:c:tu-i:c:t drr6v-i:e:i; 2 2, 6 which all have hiatus formed by 
the collocation of the diphthong e:i and a succeeding or follow
ing short vowel (the first instance being an exact parallel, the 
other three illustrating a species of legitimate hiatus) . 

( 1 5) Cf. V ., XLV and Jackson's comments to viiµ.c:t, p. 53. 
(16) Cf. 1,14,1; 2,1,3; 5,5,2 and 5,1 6,8 (where it is 

used in conjunction with err(). 
( 17) Cf. V. p. H, notes to line 26 . 
( 1 8) Gaselee, p. 1 52, note 1. 

(19) J. D. Denniston, The Greek Particles, 1954, 335-336. 
An alternative to the word, used in this sense, is given by 
Denniston as µ.Ev oov. 
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(20) V., 58, and notes to line 9, and Gaselee p. 158, line 6 
respectively. 

( 2 1) In view of the incomplete references often given in 
LS J, I do not wish to stress this point, but make it for what it is 
worth. Examples which occur to m e are: &cpolvtx-roc;, 7, 3; 
i!:m-rcxcptoc; as used at 2 s, 7 (the genuineness of the reading is 
vouched for by a similar expression at s, 2 7 ,4); ibtopu-r-retv, 8, 2 ; 

veupov, 8,6; rreptE7t€7tO(U't"O, S,S· The frequency of such words 
in the purple passage of chapters 7-8 is noteworthy. 

(22) V., XLV; Jackson, 109-111 refers. 

(23) Gaselee's difficulties in translation indicate the difficul
ty; he omits d-r°' and translates a non-existent x°'t: p. 1 7 3. 

(24) Gaselee translates 'in proportion as the hilt is raised' 
(p. 179), which omits the difficult words -njc; XWl't"Y)<;, but is 
what the sense requires . 

(2s) Cf. e.g. Gaselee 's note I top. 1 80 and Vilborg's notes 
to line 16, p. 66. 

(26) Classical: cf. F. W. Hall, Companion to Classical Texts, 

1913, I S9· 

SENECA AND HIS TRAGEDIES 

Seneca's aptitudes and achievements were 
varied. He was statesman and plutocrat, philoso
pher and educator, tragic poet and satirist. As chief 
adviser to Nero his position in the political history 
of his times was inferior only to that of the emperor 
himself. In an age of vast fortunes none was richer . 
He was also foremost as an exponent of the Stoic 
philosophy as a way of life. Vigorous and per
suasive as a rhetorician he wrote with a verbal 
wizardry and used the declamatory style of his day 
to express his philosophical thoughts . He was 
also a master of the literary genre of satire . Few 
men besides attained equal eminence in so many 
disparate activities . It is impossible to evaluate any 
aspect of his work in isolation from the rest. His 
experience in public life gave him material for parts 
of his tragedies as well as his satire on recent events; 
his rhetorical technique sometimes deflected his 
philosophical ideas, and philosophy in its turn 
dominated his prose and pern1eated his verse . It 
will therefore be necessary to consider the influ
ence of rhetoric, philosophy and politics on 
Seneca's tragedies and also their relation to the 
literary tradition. 

Seneca was a child of the age of rhetoric . Son 
of an eminent rhetorical theorist he was educated 
by men who combined philosophy and rhetoric 
with varying degrees of reputability, and acquired 
early fame as a pleader of cases. Caligula was 
jealous of distinguished orators and was with 
difficulty dissuaded from putting him to death. In 

any case Caligula disapproved of Seneca's style . 
Though criminally capricious he did not lack some 
measure of critical acumen . He referred to Seneca's 
language as 'sand without lime' (arenam sine calce -

Suet. Calig . 53), and the wicked half-truth has 
found some favour with posterity . In later years 
as speech writer for Nero he was frequently called 
upon to combine political delicacy with rhetorical 
panache. The contents were sometimes morally 
questionable to his contemporaries, but the bril
liance of the manner was not to be denied . 

While the practice of literary declamation, a 
product of rhetorical education, belonged to re
publican times also, the change in literary style 
that resulted became noticeable in Augustan times 
and immediately afterwards. The balanced structure 
of the whole gave way to an agglomeration of 
bulging paragraphs aimed at instantaneous plaudit. 
The long period was replaced by the splintered 
sentence with pointed antithesis or aggressive lack 
of balance. Characteristic of this new style was 
the impressive maxim to conclude paragraph or 
section (sententia). All these marks of the new 
rhetorical style appear in the exponents of various 
genres of literature in the first century A .D., verse 
as well as prose, in the rhetorical satires of Juvenal, 
in the descriptive extravaganzas of Statius' Silvae, 

in the heroic rant of Lucan and in the prose dialogues 
and tragedies of Seneca the Younger. 

The rhetorical manner dominated Seneca's 
prose works and is sometimes inextricable from 
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their philosophical subject matter. The impact of 
rhetoric on his verse was just as great. There is an 
element of rhetoric in most Latin verse of all periods; 
even the Aeneid is full of such devices both in the 
structure of speeches and in details of language. ( 1) 
It is however at about the beginning of the Christian 
era that poets began to play tricks with language 
in a more intense manner . Compare for example 
the rich and complex use of the associations of 
words by V ergil and Horace in their treatment of 
the locus of piling Pelion on Ossa with the hyperbo
lic slickness shown by Ovid, Manilius and the poet 
of the Aetna in handling the same theme. (2) 

Ovid was the chief exponent ofthe new style . 
In the Metamorphoses he presented myths in a so
phisticated manner. The contents of the stories 
were for the most part familiar; what matter ed was 
the elegant verbal 'package' . According to the 
Elder Seneca, he was a good declaimer; his verses 
too have the mark of good declamation. The 
declaimer's synthetic emotion comes easily (e.g. the 
rhetorical indignation of Fasti 1, 19 3 ff.), likewise 
the sententious maxim. 

Whereas the V ergilian model dominated Sta ti us 
and other epic writers of the Flavian age it was 
Ovid who was the greatest single influence on the 
poetry of the Neronian age . (3) His glittering style 
is the source of much in the verse of both Seneca 
and his nephew Lucan. But Seneca the tragedian 
was indebted to Ovid in a more immediate way. 
Ovid had written a tragedy, a Medea, unfortunately 
no longer extant; it was a work of great renown, 
for both Quintilian ( 1 o, 1, 98) and Tacitus (Dial. 1 2) 

testify to its excellence. If Ovid's r emarks in 
Tristia 5, 7, 27 are to be trusted, it was never acted 
on the stage, never at all events in his lifetime. Fr. 
Leo in the Prolegomena to his edition of Seneca's 
Tragedies, regarded Ovid's Medea as the prototype 
of a genus of tragedy in contrast to the Greek 
tragedy of the 5th century, a new genus in which 
motive, decision and 'character ' (~0oc;) are nothing 
and violent emotion (mx0oc;) everything: it is stark 
emotion that is displayed rhetorically at length. 
Whatever Hellenistic background there may have 
been to Ovid's Medea, it is clear that the new 

rhetoric had invaded tragedy, and that this was the 
immediate tradition that Seneca had to hand. 

The Senecan corpus consists of nine tragedies 
on Greek themes : Hercules Furens, Troades, Phoenissae, 

Medea, Phaedra, Oedipus, Agamemnon, Thyestes and 
Hercules Oetaeus. One family of manuscripts (the 
so-called 'A' tradition) includes in addition the 
praetexta Octavia, a play on a contemporary Roman 
historical subject which cannot have been written 
by Seneca. Hercules Oetaeus also is probably spurious, 
but it is possible here that genuine fragm ents have 
been inflated by an imitator. There is no firm 
evidence either internal or external for assigning 
these plays to any particular phase of Seneca's 
career, nor are there , it seems, any reliable criteria 
for arranging them in a chronological sequence . The 
order given above is that of the codex Etruscus and its 
derivatives (the 'E' tradition). (4) 

In his prose works Seneca shows little inter est 
in Aeschylus and Sophocles but some knowledge 
of Euripides, as for example the Danae passage 
quoted in Ep. 1 1 5. (5) Without doubt Euripides was 
a great influence on his tragic practice. In many 
essentials of structure Seneca' s Medea seems to 
derive from Euripides' play, though in Seneca there 
is no Aegeus scene offering Medea asylum in Athens, 
and the messenger speech announcing the deaths 
of the princess and Creon is truncated . Seneca's 
Phaedra, in which the heroine declares her love 
directly to Hippolytus, owes much to Euripides, 
though more to the lost' I 1t1t6 A U't'O c; xaA u1tT6 µe:v o c; 
than to the extant Hippolytus play . In points of 
detail the influence of Euripides appears sometimes 
at unexpected places, as in the parodos of Seneca's 
Hercules Furens, where a description of the dawn 
shows affinities with a piece of Euripides' Phaethon 

discovered on payrus (Pap. Berl. 9771), a play un
connected in theme with Hercules furens.(6) Con
cerning old Republican dramatic sources , as all 
these plays are lost, nothing can be said with cer
tainty. The case for Seneca's borrowings from 
early Roman tragedy is not proven, and in view 
of his notorious contempt for it unlikely (Ep. 58, 5; 
see also Aul. Gell . 1 2, 2) . Quintilian is enthusiastic 
about the merits of the Thyestes by Varius, a con-
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temporary of Horace; but we do not know whether 
Seneca made use of it; nor do we know anything 
of the manner in which Varius treated his subject. 

Internal evidence suggests that Seneca's trage
dies, like the unhappy Orestes in Juvenal 's first satire 
that coiled itself all round the roll, were intended 
for r ecitation and not for dramatic representation. 
Lengthy asides, as in the dialogue between Andro
mache and Odysseus in Troades , would be difficult 
to stage; similarly, unannounced appearances and 
disappearances such as those of Hecuba in the same 
play seem far removed from scenic reality. (7) But 
the principal problem concerns the enactment of 
horrors on the stage . In Seneca's Medea contrary 
to Horace's precept (A .P. 185) child murder is 
enacted directly; Medea kills the first child on the 
stage towards the end of a long monologue (9 70) . 
She then orders the other child to accompany her 
and carries the body of the first child off stage . 
Jason enters , and Medea appears on the roof top, 
kills the second son and then throws the two bodies 
down to Jason : recipe iam natos, parens (1024) . 
Medea's action in throwing down the bodies of 
her two children from the roof would be intolerably 
difficult to stage. All such difficulties disappear if 
the plays are regarded as drama for declamation and 
not for scenic representation. At the end of 
Phaedra Theseus and the chorus assemble the pieces 
of Hippolytus' mangled body; while this is un
thinkable on the stage , it is, if the play were intended 
for recitation, explicable as an example of intense 
rhetorical horror (odvulcrtc;; see Quintilian 6, 2, 24) 
such as is found in the work of Lucan . 

In the enacted horrors of both Medea and Thyestes 
it is part of the plan of the murderer to gloat over 
the bereaved father, and in particular over the 
ghoulish method by which his suffering is caused. 
Medea insists that her crime should not be secret 
(976f.); Atr eus anticipates with bestial joy Thyestes' 
change of expression and his words on learning that 
he has eaten his own children (Thy. 903ff.). The 
direct presentation of mental anguish at the moment 
of enacted disaster is a mark of rhetorical tragedy 
that exploits the extremes of human suffering. 

lt is a characteristic of the rhetorical style in 

Roman high poetry that speeches and episodes 
become independent entities, and that in conse
quence the whole work lacks a unity. This is true 
of Lucan (a judgment which can be upheld even 
though the poem is unfinished); it is also true of 
Seneca . Oedipus is splintered into a series of 
episodes that are complete in themselves; it 
contains a scene of necromancy which has a nominal 
connexion with the plot, but the bulk of this scene 
seems to destroy a dramatic unity. Similarly the 
messenger speech in A9amemnon describing the 
storm on the way back from Troy is an enormous 
rhetorical cadenza, intrinsically brilliant but too long 
to be accommodated to a dramatic design. Seneca's 
choruses too are self-contained and undramatic . 
In the parodos of Agamemnon the chorus describes the 
perils of high position but does not r efer to the house 
of Atreus. One of the choruses of Oedipus describes 
the set philosophical standpoint of exceeding the 
mean as exemplified by the fate of Icarus; but there 
is no mention of O edipus himself. Sophocles' corre
sponding chorus ( 1 186ff.) generalises on the basis 
of the events of the play. (8) The chorus at Troades 
3 7 1 ff. , a fine piece in its own right with Epicurean 
sentiments on the finality of death has no immediate 
connexion with the action : 'The smoke from a fire 
is murky for a short time and then vanishes; the 
clouds which we now see lowering are soon scatter
ed by the force of the cold north wind. In the same 
way the vital spirit that governs us is dissipated . 
After death there is nothing; death itself is nothing, 
the final flag in a swift race. The grasping must 
abandon their hopes, the timid their fears. It is 
the jaws of time and chaos that destroy us . Death 
does not sort out the parts , but is lethal to the body 
and assails the soul. Tartarus and the implacable 
overlord's domain and Cerberus, watchdog at a door 
not easily passed, all these are groundless tales, 
words without significance, nightmare myth-making. 
You ask where you are to lie after death; in the 
same place as those never born. ' (Tro . 392ff.) . 

Horace in the Ars Poetica ( 1 1 9ff.) prescribes 
that 'characters' should be made to follow the 
tradition: Medea must be rabid and intransigent . 
It would be difficult to maintain that Seneca's 
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Medea is not fierce and unappeasable. Whatever 
the extent of consistency of characterisation in 
Euripides' Medea, (and the case against the un
sophisticated approach to 'character ' in Euripides 
has been stated by A.M . Dale and Zurcher), in 
Seneca there is little attempt to achieve a continuity 
of personality . Medea is not a developing character: 
the motif of child murder is already present in her 
words in the prologue : 'I have produced my way 
of vengeance: I have given birth' (25f.; cf. 50). 
Such sentiments are not the expression of an inner 
individual personality, but are part of the rhetorical 
presentation of passion at its most intense. In her 
speech at 397ff. Medea 's furor is quite immeasurable; 
'this day will achieve something about which m en 
will no t cease to talk. I shall assail heaven and m ake 
everything shake' (423ff.). In such passages rhetoric 
triumphs over character . The words Medea nunc 

sum (9 1 o) are a sententia for immediate effect only; 
they do not mark the moment of decision. 

Phaedra like Medea is an incarnation of passion. 
Seneca is not interested in the successive stages of 
her infatuation; he expresses a matured frenzy in 
the most vehement terms. As Regenbogen has 
said, (9) this late tragedy no longer has the ability 
to allow its characters to remain silent and dumb. 
One may note particularly the ruthless analysis of 
the sp eech in which Phaedra declares her passion 
to Hippolytus, one of Seneca's best pieces : 
'Hippolytus, this is the state of my em otions. I am in 
love with the features of Theseus as they were when 
he was young, and the b eginnings of a beard marked 
his boyish cheeks. That was the time when he 
saw the mysterious labyrinth of Cnossos and drew 
in the long thread along the curved corridors. How 
radiant he was ! A fes tal garland adorned his head, 
and a blushing bashfulness touched the golden 
down on his soft cheeks; and the skin was smooth 
over his strong muscles . His features were those 
of the moon goddess, your patroness, or the sun 
god, my ancestor, or rather features such as are 
yours now. Such he was; he pleased even his enemy, 
so high did he carry his head. Yours is a beauty 
more rugged. You have all your father in you, and 
yet certain traits of your barbaric Amazon mother 

make up a blended beauty; a Scythian fi erceness 
appears on Greek features. If you had visited Cretan 
waters with your father, my sister Ariadne would 
have woven her thread for you: ( Pha. 646ff.). 

Earlier in the play (218ff.) there is a dialogue 
between Phaedra and the nurse, in which the 
nurse tries to dissuade her mistress from a quasi
incestuous passion, and expresses views which may 
be described as the promptings of intellect. There 
is a dialogue scene in Agamemnon ( 125ff. ) like that 
in Phaedra; here too the nurse advocates the use 
of r eason , but Clytaemnestra has abandoned the 
dictates of intell ect , and the warring emotions 
have free control. 

Demonstrations of vehement passion such as is 
displayed by Medea, Phaedra and Clytaemnestra are 
parallel to the mythological exempla in Seneca's 
prose works. Achilles as described in De Tranquilli

tate Animi ( 2, 1 r - r 2) is like them in his abandon
m ent of reason and his complete surrender to 
emotion. Phaedra' s bodily symptoms are described 
in language (3 60 ff.) which r esembles that used in De 

Ira (2, 36, 4-5) to describe the effects of passion 
on the physical system . Clytaemnestra's emotional 
conflict corresponds to the description of psycho
logical confli ct in Vit. Beat . 8, 6. In such passages 
in the prose works Seneca's attitude towards the 
emotions is that of the old Stoa. Chrysippus used 
mythological paradeigms, as when Medea's m ono
logue in Euripides is made to illustrate his intellectu
alist theor y (SVF III 1 24). 

In at least three of his tragedies Seneca demon
strates the destructive force of ungovernable passion 
from the viewpoint of a Stoic moralist . ( r o) 

To suggest Stoic elem ents in the descriptions 
of furor in Seneca's tragedies is not to deny that 
some aspects of his technique in analysing passion 
derive from the Euripidean literary tradition. This 
influence may be shown by a comparison of Phaedra' s 
declaration of passion in Seneca with the unashamed 
apologia of Pasiphae in Euripides ' Cretans (Berl. 

Klassikert. V 2, 73 = Page Gk . Lit. Pap. r no. 11 ) . 

A second qualification is necessary . Som etimes 
in passages exhibiting passion rhetoric is used 
for its own sake, as in Medea 's speech 39 7 ff. that 

17 
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has been referred to above; in such lines, as 
sometimes in the prose works, rhetorical language 
overmasters philosophical thought. 

Seneca's pla,rs are not concerned exclusively 
with passion as exemplified by Medea, Phaedra or 
Clytaemnestra. In some scenes the import is po
litical. In Troades the episode of the struggle 
between Andromache and Ulysses for Astyanax 
takes up nearly one third of the whole play. This 
scene has no parallel in the extant Euripidean plays; 
even if there was some precedent in Sophocles , 
we may assume that it is essentially an innovation 
by Seneca. Astyanax is hidden in the tomb of 
Hector; Ulysses comes to seize him, threatens 
Andromache in various ways in order to discover 
where the child is, and is made to play on her 
quivering emotions in a scene that shows insight 
into the cunning of the political interrogator. 
Andromache alleges at first that the child is dead, 
but Ulysses notices that she is more terrified than 
grieving, and so decides that, as Astyanax has 
escaped the vengeance of the Greeks, it is necessary 
to destroy Hector's tomb. Andromache is now 
torn between mother love and r espect for the ashes 
of her dead husband (geminus timor - 642); after 
a turbulent conflict she reveals Astyanax, who ac
companies the Greek soldiers to his death. The 
whole scene, is a study of the m ethods used by the 
to talitarian inquisitor in order to conquer the 
mind. (8) Andromache has a Stoic fortitude, but 
the piece is not primarily Stoic in its assumptions; 
the analysis of Andromache's mental state is un
Stoic, for it portrays her emotional conflict sympa
thetically . This scene then seems to derive not 
from philosophical theory, nor, so far as we can 
judge, from the Greek literary tradition, but b e
longs to the world of Roman political experience, 
the experience of the subjects of the Julio-Clau
dians. ( 1 1) During the Tiberian terror as described 
by Tacitus and Suetonius women died by their 
own hand, and the innocent were tortured to death. 
Most harrowing of all is Tacitus' account of the 
atrocious execution of the children of Sejanus : the 
elder child, a boy, understood what was happening, 
but the younger, a girl, was bewildered and merely 
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uttered words of childish contrition. Seneca's 
horror of the tyranny of Tiberius is clear from his 
prose works (e.g. Ben. 3, 26), and in Troades the 
situation from m ythology and the dramatic con
vention are used to express his own political 
experience. Furthermore Seneca expected the 
tragic poet to proj ect such experience into his 
writings, for in quoting Accius (de Ira 1, 20, 4) he 
comments that it was easy to tell that he wrote 
in the age of Sulla. 

Seneca's Thyestes is among other things a study 
in political tyranny. Atreus is the tyrant who is 
crazed with hatred and restrained by no law of 
morality. A dialogue between Atreus and his 
servant expresses the absolute dictator's brutal lust 
for revenge: 
A. 'Tell m e ; how should I make an end to his hateful 

life? 
S. Let him be killed by the sword. 
A. You refer to the conclusion of the punishment; 

I am concerned with the punishment itself. A 
benign tyrant may kill; in my kingdom death 
is pleaded for. 

S. Are you not moved by any tie of kinship? 
A. Such a tie may be ignored, if any ever existed 

in our family. Let the grim brigade of Furies 
and grisly Avenger come and Megaera brandish
ing twin torches. The insanity in my heart is 
not yet great enough; it wishes to be filled by a 
more hideous impiety' (Thy . 244-54). 

Seneca's Atreus in planning and executing his 
revenge on his brother Thyestes appears not so 
much as the tyrant of exercises in declamation but 
as the cruel and suspicious tyrant against whom the 
young emperor Nero is warned by his tutor Seneca 
in De Clementia, a work which is a mixture of Stoic 
theory and Roman practical politics . It is Caligula 
in particular whom Seneca describes as such a 
tyrant in his prose works (e .g. De Ira 3, 18-19). 
Thyes tes in the play is the man who has abandoned 
the sins and the insecurities of tyranny for the 
humble and untroubled life. His speech (446-470) 
is full of the language of philosophical resignation; 
the concluding line expresses political experience 
in terms of a Stoic paradox: 
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'It is a mighty kingdom to be able to endure 
without a kingdom' (immane regnum est posse sine 

reg no pati). 
In Thyestes Roman political experience is com

bined with Graeco-Roman Stoic theory, but the 
play is not didactic in the narrow sense; there is no 
reason to suppose that it was intended as a work like 
De Clementia, to instruct Nero. There is too much 
in Thyestes as in every other play by Seneca that 
cannot be explained as didactic; this is clear from 
the uncontrolled language of 2 60 ff., where political 
thinking is overwhelmed by rhetoric at its most 
violent. 

Seneca used the post-Ovidian development of 
high poetry and also his own personal political 
experience to express the psychological and ethical 
thought of a Stoic philosopher. Intense passion is 
sometimes expressed, as in the dialogue between 
Atreus and his servant, with a vicious rhetorical 
irony; for this we may compare such a work as 
Jean Cocteau's Les Parents Terribles. None of Seneca's 
tragedies has a consistent dramatic interest. All 
show the marks of a declaimed literature: they 
are brilliant in many of the details of their language 
and even moving in some of their scenes, but lack 
the cumulative effect of the greatest high poetry. 
There are thus many parallels between the work 
of Seneca and that of Lucan. Both wrote in the 
rhetorical manner, and at worst rhetoric was 
sometimes the master of their thoughts. Stoicism 
is part of the fabric of their works, though neither 
Bellum Civile nor the tragedies can be interpreted 
in exclusively didactic terms. ( 1 2) Finally their 
works reflect the experience of men who were 
active in political life under the tyranny of the 
Julio-Claudians. Seneca thus contrasts with the 
epic poets of Flavian times, Statius, Silius ltalicus 
and Valerius Flaccus, for whom language was for 
the most part a plaything, at best sophisticated, at 
worst bombastic, and generally divorced from re
ality. 

It has always been easy to condemn Seneca as a 
hypocrite. There have been many detractors both 
in antiquity and in modern times of a man who was 
a writer on moral philosophy and a Stoic spiritual 

director, and at the same time an equivocal politician 
and unscrupulous financial tycoon. Frequently the 
high-minded philosophy has been dismissed as a 
shoddy pretence. Others however have based 
their evaluation on the moral theory. Lactantius 
welcomed his uncompromising attacks on im
morality, and the forgery, probably in the fourth 
century, of correspondence between Seneca and 
St. Paul indicates his prestige in those times, while 
in sixteenth-century Italy he was sometimes placed 
alongside Tacitus as a supreme moral teacher. (13) 
It is true that he practised usury while preaching 
philosophical resignation, and there is a discrepancy 
between the flattery of Claudius in a consolation 
addressed to an influential freedman and the veno
mous vilification of the recently deceased emperor 
in a witty manipulation of the convention of Me
nippean satire. Seneca was aware that his moral 
life fell short of his precepts (e.g. De Ira 2,28) and 
was later anxious to suppress his flatteries of the 
royal court written in exile (Dio 61, 1 o, 2). As 
tutor to Nero he helped to exercise some restraint 
during the first five years of the reign of the malad
justed adolescent emperor, even though here too 
there was political trimming notably in his con
nivance at the murder of Agrippina, an event which 
damaged his reputation irrevocably. In the history 
of ideas and values he holds an important position 
in the development of Stoicism as a way of life, 
and in this he may be compared with Epictetus. The 
tragedies are an integral part of the intellectual 
activities of the moralist and politician. In the 
history of Latin literature of the first centruy A.O. 
he is important as the exponent of a rhetorical 
tragedy with philosophical and political contents; 
as a verse writer he is to be classed with Lucan, 
and as a prose writer and satirist he ranks with 
Petronius. Sir Ronald Syme's assessment is balanced 
and judicious: ( 14) "Seneca was the greatest figure in 
Latin literature since the days of Augustus, the 
creator of a fashion, the embodiment of an epoch ". 

( I 5) 

MICHAEL COFFEY 

University College, London 
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(,) See R. Heinze, Virgils Epische Technik3 (Stuttgart 1957 ), 

43 ,If. 
(2) Verg. G. ,, 28,lf; Hor. C. 3, 4, S'; Ov. Met. ,, 

, S' If.; Manilius , , 42 21f.; Aetna 491f. 
(3) G. Krumbholz, 'Der Erzahlungsstil in der Thebais des 

Statius I, Glotta 34 (19s,), 931f., esp. , 14. 
(4) For the writer's views on problems of authenticity, 

dating, textual questions etc ., in relation to modern bibliogra
phy see lustrum 2 (1957) 113-186 . 

(5) = frg. 324N2 ; see W. S. Maguinness, 'Seneca and 
the poets', Hermathena 88 (1956), 811f. Seneca wrongly attri
butes the lines to the Bellerophon. 

(6) Noted by W. Kranz, Hermes 64 (1929), 499f. 
(7) J. Hippler, Annaeanae quaestiones scaenicae, Diss. Giessen 

(Darmstadt 192 6) . 
(8) W. Marx, Funktion und Form der Chor lieder in den Seneca

Tra9odien, Diss . Heidelberg (Cologne 1932). 
(9) 0. Regenbogen, 'Schmerz und Tod in den Tragodien 

Senecas', Vortr. Bibi. Warbur9 1927-8 (Leipzig-Berlin 1930), 191. 
( 1 o) See particularly M. Pohlenz, Die Stoa (Gottingen 

I 948-9), 3 24-7 · 
(, 1) Compare the recurring imagery from torture in the 

anonymous Aetna, probably the work of a contemporary: Aetna 

, 8 5, 2 6 1, 401-5. See H. Kornhardt, 'Der gefolterte Stein' 
Hermes So (1952), 379-81, and H. A. J. Munro, Aetna (Cam
bridge 1867), H· 

(1 2) On Lucan see Ed. Fraenkel, 'Lucan als Mittler des 
anti ken Pathos', Vortr. Bibi. Warbur9 , 9 24-5 (Leipzig-Berlin 
1927), 2291f.; Pohlenz, op .cit. 283f. 

( 1 3) A. Momigliano, Contributo al/a Storia de9li Studi Classici 

(Rome , 9 H), 491f. For a sympathetic account of Seneca as 
moral philosopher and spi ritual director see S. Dill, Roman 

Socie9' from Nero to Marcus Aurelius (London 1904), esp. 2941f. 
(14) R. Syme, Tacitus (Oxford 1958), 336. 
( 1 5) I am grateful to Professor 0 . Skutsch for valuable 

criticisms of this article. 

THE YOUNG MEN IN TERENCE 

(A synopsis of an M. A. thesis in the University of South Africa) 

From a study of the young men in the six plays 
of Terence there emerge certain principles, of 
drama and psychology, which influence and 
largely account for the character of the youths. 
In the first place, as a playwright Terence had to 
adapt the characters of the youths, as of the other 
roles, to fit in with the plots and general schemes 
of his plays, which conformed to a recognized 
theatrical genre. Again and again it can be observed 
that the reactions of the young men are determined 
by the dramatic considerations of the situation in 
which the plot demands that the young man should 
find himself. Thus, in the Eunuchus, moral 
criticism of the conduct of Chaerea - the youth 
"whom one ought not to like but then one does" ( r )
is superfluous and academic because his rape of the 
girl is the very kernel of the play. Again, his de
scription to Antipho of the escapade (ll.562-606), 
which, of course, could not be presented on the 
stage, presented as a monologue in Menander but 
as a dialogue in Terence, is one of Terence's finer 
strokes of dramatic mastery, emphasised by the 
way in which he refuses to allow the description 
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to pall and so switches Chaerea's attention from 
the escapade to the coming dinner; "All the details 
in Chaerea's outstanding tale become the more 
impressive when we see their effect on the rascal's 
highly sympathetic friend. The sympathy of this 
friend urges Chaerea to act out his experience 
with the greater fervor and picturesqueness." (2) 
The blase dismissal of the daring escapade, as the 
youth turns his attention to the coming dinner, is 
not callousness, but a typical show of bravado in 
an adolescent; the good-hearted Chaerea is being 
'smart', not heartless. (3) Similarly, Pamphilus' 
violation of Philumena before the action of the 
Hecyra is an essential feature of the plot; also, Pam
philus' hesitancy and indecision in the play are 
necessary in order that no positive action may 
interfere with the gradual approach to the climax 
when the coincidence is revealed. Again, in the 
Phormio Antipho's weakness (4) calls forth Phae
dria's strength and demands the latter's partici
pation in the plot. Harsh comments on the dra
matic consideration involved here: "Antipho leaves 
his fate in the hands of Geta and Phaedria - a nice 
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device for maintaining suspense and for having 
Phaedria play an important role in this phase of 
the action which r eally concerns only Antipho and 
Phanium. "(5) Finally, the characters of both 
youths in the Adelphi are coloured by the systems 
of education which have, to a certain extent, made 
them what they are ; they are painted in vivid 
colours that they may clearly exemplify the 
dangers of the two extreme systems of education. 
Moreover, the early marriage of Aeschinus in the 
action would rob the play of half its content . 

Apart from the dramatic considerations of plot, 
dramatic considerations of humour have to be 
borne in mind in the assessment of the characters 
of the youths. Clinia' s suspicion and distrust of 
Antiphila in Act II, Scene III of the Heauton Ti
morumenos - presumably qualities which have 
helped to gain for Terentian youths the reputation 
of weakness - make it the most delightfully humor
ous scene of the whole play. Later in the same 
play Clitipho 's indiscretion gives rise to further 
humour, this time of a bawdier nature , in Act III, 
Scene III. In the Eunuchus, the method by which 
Terence makes Parmeno and Chaerea work out the 
impersonation plan between them produces the 
boisterous fun of Act II, Scene III, fun which would 
be lost if the young man decisively hit upon and 
implemented the plan himself. Similarly, in the 
Adelphi Ctesipho's pathetic timidity in Act IV , 
Scene II would surely have provoked derisive 
humour from the groundlings in the audience, who 
would also have thoroughly enjoyed Aeschinus' 
rough handling of the slave-dealer in Act II, Scene 
I, (in contrast to modern critics such as Norwood 
who claims that the "Sannio scenes reveal him as. a 
bully of the most obj ectionable type - insolent, 
fastidious, elegant ") . (6) On the other hand, Haff
ter observes that "Terence alters the description of 
the abduction to a very lively scene" ; (7) perhaps 
the failure of the Hecyra is not far from Terence ' s 
mind and he is intent on giving the audience what 
it enjoyed . 

The hesitancy of the youths arises from the 
fact that they are torn between the love they feel 
for their sweetheart on the one hand and the 

feelings they hold for their father on the other . 
These feelings may be those of r everence , love, 
loyalty or fear or a combination of some or all 
of them; their presence in the youths would be 
expected by contemporary audiences . Hesitancy 
arising from such pietas would have inspired the 
sympathy rather than the criticism of a Roman 
audience . Indeed, Clinia's dutiful obedience to an 
unreasonable father in the Heauton Timorumenos, 
as Barbieri observes, comes very close to heroism. (8) 
In general, the reaction of a youth to his elders 
and betters is one of excess ive defer ence and 
inadequate self-confidence . It should be r emember
ed too that good character depiction is not the 
depiction of good or likable characters necessarily 
but rather of vivid, lifelike characters. 

Then again, the indecisiveness of some of the 
young men is motivated by their lack of money , 
itself a potent, if not a commendable, r eason why 
the sons are loath to make a clean break with their 
fathers. The most obvious exampl es of this eco
nomic impotence are Clitipho of the Heauton 
Timorumenos, Phaedria of the Eunuchus, his name
sake of the Phormio and Ctesipho of the Adelphi. 

Terence then had to conform to certain con
ventional limitations and dramatic considerations 
like any playwright . Trenkner has clearly de
scribed a similar standardisation of repertoire in 
Greek literature : "Romance on the one hand and 
r ealism on the other had therefore their own 
r epertoire and their ow n stereotyped motifs and 
distinct characters"; and again: "It goes without 
saying that the comic poet did not consider it his 
duty to create an original plot". (9) McCracken 
has well compared the stereotyping of character 
and situation in Terence to that in Wodehouse. (10) 
These limitations and considerations give rise to 
the inconsistencies so apparent in most of the 
Terentian young men . Obviously, if the young 
man - for example, Pamphilus of the Hecyra or 
Aeschinus of the Adelphi - were decisive , there 
would be no play. In addition, of course, incon
sistency is a natural quality in young men, all of 
whom, in the plays of Terence, are passing through 
that turbulent and rebellious stage from adolescence 
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to manhood. Yet it is not only as a student of 
human nature that Terence draws this inconsistency 
so naturally but also as a dramatic artist. The 
intellectual gymnastics of involved plots need a 
substratum of emotion to maintain interest. It is the 
element of helplessness and despair in the young 
man which gives the plays their emotional intensity 
and his irresolution serves as a foil to the opportunist 
expediency of the slave and the practical determi
nation of the old man. Antipho of the Phormio and 
Ctesipho of the Adelphi are the least likable of the 
youths because one can only be sympathetic when 
a character's actions are ineffectual because of the 
situation in which he finds himself, not because of 
his own inaction. In other cases, the inconsistency 
of the youths touches the feelings of a sympathetic 
audience and helps to maintain the tension until 
the climax of the play is reached; perhaps the 
Hecyra is the best example of this and perhaps it 
was done too well for that play to have been 
accepted at once. 

Finally, the indecisiveness of some of the 
youths can be attributed in part to Terence's use 
of the 'duality method'. As Terence was dramatur
gically limited in the degree to which he could 
make the young man positive, to obtain the contrast 
he desired he was committed to stressing the 
indecisiveness of the weaker young man. One of 
Trenkner's general observations is of interest here: 
"A simple kind of stereotyping marks the technique 
of both kinds of narrative (the romantic and the 
realistic) . It simplifies the psychology of the leading 
characters by allowing only a very limited choice 
of traits and by exaggerating these traits into 
grotesqueness or into heights of sentiment or 
pathos. This technique was never outgrown in 
antiquity." ( 1 1) Although Terence was least success
ful with the duality method in his first play and 
was to acquire greater facility in the double plot 
as he developed as an artist, Charinus' helplessness, 
spotlighted by the colourlessness of the language 
assigned to him,(12) being almost bare of ex
clamations and oaths, makes Pamphilus ' character 
all the more decisive in the Andria; ( 13) Antipho 's 
cowardice makes Phaedria call upon his resource-
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fulness in the Phormio; "the frankness, self
reliance and aggressiveness of Aeschinus make the 
helplessness and timidity of Ctesipho all the more 
striking" ( 14) in the Adelphi. Yet decisiveness and 
its lack were not the only qualities by which Terence 
achieved the distinctive contrast. In the Eunuchus, 
Phaedria's steadiness and reasonableness are con
trasted forcibly with Chaerea's impulsiveness and 
rashness, while in the Heauton Timorumenos Clinia's 
modesty and restraint stand out against Clitipho 's self
assurance and unreasonableness. Even in the Hecyra 
there can be seen a marked difference between 
Pamphilus as he had been before the action of the play 
- headstrong, thoughtless and selfish - and the same 
youth of the play - mature, thoughtful and selfless. 
Terence seems also to contrast the quality of the 
two love affairs. Thus in the Heauton Timoru
menos Clitipho 's shallow emotions are contrasted 
with Clinia's deep love, while in the Eunuchus 
perhaps the unsatisfactory ending ( 1 5) is indicative 
that Terence had less sympathy for Phaedria whose 
love affair is more shallow than that of Chaerea. 
Indeed, at times Terence almost seems to lose 
patience with Clitipho of the Heauton Timoru
menos, Phaedria of the Eunuchus, Antipho of the 
Phormio and Ctesipho of the Adelphi, either be
cause the object of their affection is unworthy 
(in the case of Clitipho) or because their feelings 
are primarily sensuous and not sufficiently honour
able to inspire them to positive action. This would 
suggest that Terence is developing, albeit unob
trusively, the emotional depth of his plays . This 
entails a shift from the study of the young man's 
role from the playwright's point of view to a study 
of the role from a non-technical viewpoint. 

It has been seen that the role of the young man 
is conventionalized in so far as Terence complied 
with considerations of drama and with the customs 
of contemporary society. Yet Terence's r eappraisal 
of the other conventional roles of comedy, that of 
the slave for example, ( 1 6) demanded also a r e
appraisal of the role of the young man. The shift 
in the traditional importance of the characters is 
most noticeable in the Hecyra, where there is no 
intriguing slave or parasite . ( 17) Hence the selfless 
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Bacchis has to be brought forward in importance, 
and her character, along with the external coin
cidence of the ring, is instrumental in resolving 
the young man's problem and bringing the play to 
its happy conclusion. Pamphilus too directs much 
of the action; in no scene is he dominated. Indeed 
it can be said that in general in Terence the slave 
does not resolve the youth's difficulties, despite 
the judgements of many critics, for example Henry: 
"The young men are resourceless, relying on their 
slave or good fortune to mend their troubles .. . ". ( 1 8) 
In the Andria, Davus is only instrumental in in
creasing Pamphilus' difficulties while Byrria does 
nothing for Charinus. Although in the Heauton 
Timorumenos Syrus secures money for Clitipho to 
give to Bacchis, the slave's plan only succeeds in 
breaking up their affair, while Clinia's problem is 
resolved fortuitously. It has been noted that in the 
Eunuchus the seed of the impersonation plan ger
minates in Parmeno, though he only puts it forward 
as a joke ( 1. 3 7 8), but is brought to fruition by 
youth and slave together . The manner in which 
the plan is devised by the two characters is good 
comedy, as is the shifting of initiative by which, at 
the end of the scene, Chaerea is dominating Parmeno, 
who does not make any significant contribution 
to Phaedria's problem. The Phormio is the ex
ception; Antipho and Phaedria are indebted to the 
brazen manipulator, Phormio, for the solution of 
their problems. In the Hecyra, far from being of 
decisive help to his master, Parmeno is the butt of 
ridicule and the tool of the action. Finally, in the 
Adelphi, Ctesipho relies on the other young man, 
Aeschinus, for help and Aeschinus is self-reliant 
in his own problem. It is true love, rather than 
the clever intrigue, which secures the yo.ung men 
their sweethearts. Bearing in mind dramatic con
siderations and the absence of slave intrigue, one 
can more easily understand the optimistic 'something 
will turn up' attitude of the young men, for example 
"interea fiet aliquid, spero" (Andria, 1.314). In 
passing, when one recalls the unfavourable com
parison of Terence with Menander, it is interesting 
to note that in the recently discovered Dyskolos, 
Menander's young men show little initiative in 

their own love affairs . Sostratus takes Gorgias' 
advice in furthering his love suit while Sostratus 
arranges Gorgias' marriage to his sister . 

If the role of the young man in Terence is 
examined from the intellectual and spiritual, as 
distinct from the drrmatic, viewpoint, it can be 
observed that Terence used the young man as a 
medium for the infusion into comedy of certain 
new features . In the first place, in his attitude to 
love the Terentian youth seems endowed with a 
remarkable sensitivity and morality. There is a 
conflict between the morality of the fathers and 
that of the sons. Generally speaking, the old men 
accept their sons' liaisons with courtesans as 
natural and the violation of foreign girls as under
standable ("nam id innatumst", Hecyra, 1. 543; 
"at humanum tamen", Adelphi, I. 687). Determin
ed that their sons should marry the free-born 
daughters of respectable fellow-citizens, the 
fathers' constant complaint is that their sons regard 
their sweethearts, usually poor and non-citizens, 
not as mistresses but "pro uxore ". ( 1 9) On the 
other hand, the young men attach no importance 
to the social status of the girl, shrink in horror 
from the thought of marriages of convenience ( 2 o) 
and, once certain of their love, are determined to 
marry their beloved . Of the eleven young men, 
one has to accept the loss of his mistress, three 
defiantly succeed in continuing their liaisons, one 
weakly regrets his marriage but later is delighted 
when his father gives his approval to it and six are 
obdurate in demanding marriage to the girl of their 
choice; ( 2 1) such is the love that their sweethearts 
inspire in them that they will consider no other 
relationship. There seems to be in these young 
men a faint awareness of the moral obligations 
imposed by true love, though such an awareness 
was only to begin to crystallize much later in 
Catullus and even he, as Klingner observes, appears 
to have felt uneasy about this untraditional and un
Roman intensity of love, and was conscious of a 
conflict between passion and the claims of pietas. ( 2 2) 

Copley too describes the long struggle, never 
successfully concluded, of Catullus to give adequate 
expression to his feelings and to explain the nature 
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of the non-physical side of his love for Leshia. It 
is doubtful if even Catullus' contemporaries under
stood the feelings of constancy, trustworthiness 
and loyalty which, in addition to passion, he bore 
for Leshia, because he did not himself fully under
stand his own feelings. (23) The young men of 
Terence then are not supported or encouraged in 
their fidelity by widespread social approval of 
constancy in love. Terence's young men have no 
external justification for taking this stand which, 
diametrically opposed to that of their fathers, brings 
them into a direct clash with their fathers who 
represent the body of society . This honourableness 
is well personified in Charinus in the Andria who, 
Beare claims, "is the first example in European 
literature of a youth pining with honourable affec
tion for a maiden of equal station"; ( 24) in Pam
philus in the same play, who, once he has met 
Glycerium, is unswervingly loyal to her, abstaining 
from intercourse with the much-loved Chrysis 
(l. 90); and in Pamphilus of the Hecyra who refused 
to consummate his marriage to a wife whom he 
did not love (ll. 136-7). Certainly these ideas of 
love which Terence plants in the young men were 
not those of his contemporary society, a society 
which, in Kiefer's words, "regarded sexual activity 
as sensual satisfaction and woman as man's play
thing ". ( 2 5) Nor were his ideas those of Plautus, 
for, as Duckworth comments, "the love affairs of 
young men are presented by Terence in a serious 
manner but Plautus, by having the slave ridicule 
both his young master and the youth's sweetheart .. . 
makes love more often a matter of comedy than 
of sentiment". (26) It has been pointed out that 
Phaedria's relationship with Thais is the more 
shallow of the two love affairs of the Eunuchus: yet 
even here, although Thais' attraction for Phaedria 
is partly, perhaps mainly, physical, the words 
Terence puts into their mouths when they avow 
their love, each for the other, leave us in no doubt 
that their connection is more than a mercenary 
liaison (ll. 191-201). 

The second new feature introduced into comedy 
by Terence through the role of the young man is 
that of development of character, observable in 

Pamphilus and Aeschinus in Terence 's last two 
plays.(27) Before the action of the play, Pamphilus 
had been a headstrong, gay young blade (II. 8 2 2 ff.). 
Then Terence masterfully portrays the anguish 
suffered by the youth when he is forced to break 
with Bacchis and marry Philumena (ll. 128-33, 
294-7, 407-8), the gradual and natural transference 
of his love from Bacchis to his wife (ll. 161 -70, 
1 7 3, 2 8 3) and his emergence from the crisis a 
stronger and more mature man (Act I, Scene III). 
As he personally develops and matures, his con
ception of love deepens ( " ... ma uno sposo pieno 
di scrupoli, un resipiscente, dopo le solite follie di 
giovinezza "). ( 2 8) The love he shares with his wife 
must be unsullied; he is diligent in respecting and 
protecting her (ll. 473-5) . This new selflessness 
is not only directed towards his wife: his new
found love has made him more thoughtful and 
considerate of others too. Consequently he can 
compare in stature with and respond sympathetically 
to the rather unconventional characters of the play 
- the selfless mother, the anxious mother of the 
'fallen' daughter and the noble courtesan. A similar 
development and maturity is observable in Aeschi
nus in Terence's last play . This youth's realisation 
that secrecy only increases his troubles and that 
henceforth he must be completely honest (ll. 630-2) 
his embarrassment and shame before Micio (ll. 643, 
681-3), his doubt that he can be so fortunate 
(I. 698), his genuine admission that Micio is a 
much more worthy character than himself (ll. 704-5 

the sincere expression of his very deep affection 
for Micio (ll. 707-12) and the fact that he becomes 
more forthright and mature in the requests he asks 
of his father ( Act V, Scene IX) ; all these suggest 
that Aeschinus is growing up and is abandoning 
the selfishness of adolescence for the responsibilities 
of manhood. He has learnt that it is to his own 
interest to accept the responsibilities, as well as the 
privileges, which Micio's system of education im
poses upon him . (29) 

Thus it is not sufficient to dismiss the Terentian 
young men as mere stock characters. Stereotyping 
there may be, yet the young men are characters with 
infinite variations within the dramaturgical limits 
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of their type and the prescription of the poet's 
moralising and intellectualising via this medium 
of his plays. For it is the emotional scenes, for 
which the young men are the vehicle, that Terence 
employs to deepen the moral message of his work 
and to evolve a new dimension in the concept of 
non-static character-development. "His 'weak young 

(1) C. J. Kraemer Jr. , In Defence of Chaerea in the Eunu
chus of Terence, C .J. 23 (1927-8), p . 666 . 

(2) E. K. Rand, The Art of Terence's Eunuchus, TAPhA 

63 (1932), p. 58 . 
(3) Though in great excitement in his pursuit of the girl, 

Chaerea was apparently patient and polite with the old man 

who detained him (II .355 ff.). 
(4) "The unloverlike Antipho", L. A. Post , The Art of 

Terence, CW 23 (1929-30), pp. 121-8. 
(5) P . W . Harsh, A Handbook of Classical Drama (Stan

ford, 1944), p . 39o. 
(6) G. Norwood, The Art of Terence (Oxford, 1923), p. 

100. 
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men' are not merely characters drawn without 
accuracy or interest, but are the results of exact 
observation of youth in all the turmoil of 
transition from boyhood to manhood." (3 o) 
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(18) G. K. G. Henry, The Characters of Terence, SPhNC 
12 (19 15), p. 70. 

( 19) Andria, I. 146; Heauton Timorumenos, I. 99 . 
( 20) Andria, I. 255. 

(2 1) Clitipho of the Heaton T imorumenos loses his mistress; 
his liaison with her is depicted as sordid and mercenary. The 
youth himself, perhaps smitten with a guilt complex, is not 
really heart-broken at having to give up his mistress (II. 1 o 59-

6 5) . Phaedria of the Eunuchus, his namesake of the Phormio 
and Ctesipho of the Adelphi keep their mistresses. Antipho 
of the Phormio regrets his marriage. Pamphilus and Charinus 
of the Andria, Clinia of the Heauton Timorumenos, Chaerea of 
the Eunuchus, Pamphilus of the Hecyra and Aeschinus of the 
Adelphi marry their sweethearts. 

(22) F. Klingner, Romische Geisteswelt (Miinchen, 19 55), 
pp. 207-1 o. 

(23) F. 0. Copley, Emotional Conflict and its Significance 
in the Leshia Poems of Catullus, AJ P 70 (1949), pp. 22-40. 

(24) W . Beare, The Secret of Terence, Ha 56 ( 1940), p. 35. 
(25) 0. Kiefer, Sexual Life in Ancient Rome (London, 

1934, trans . G. and H. Highet), p. 225 . 

(26) Duckworth, p. 391. 
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( 2 7) But note Duckworth: "In general, the characters are 
differentiated rather than individualized. They are far more 
than stock types, but they lack subtlety and complexity, and 
they do not grow or develop during the course of the play - with 
the possible exception of Demea in the Adelphi", p. 270 . 

(28) Barbieri, p. 2H. 

(29) In line 678, when Aeschinus breaks down, Post sees 

the only hint of a crisis of remorse and reform in Terence's 
youngmen: L.A. Post, The Art of Terence, CW 23 (1929-30) 

pp . 121 ff. In line 698, Ashmore sees proof that "Aeschinus, 
though brought up with greater laxity, is really a better boy 
than his brother": S. G . Ashmore, The Comedies of Terence 
(Oxford, 1 91 o), p. 296. 

(30) Kraemer, p. 663 . 

NOTES ON THE ODYSSEY 

(i) Olives in the Ever-Ever Land 

oowui;; o' ixp' un~Au0e 0&µvoui;; 
E/; oµ60ev necpuw-rixi;;· o µe:v <pUALY)<;;, o o' EAIXLY)<;;. 

Od. V. 476-477 

This is one of many instances in which less than 
justice appears to be done by the English editors, 
and not by them alone, to the intelligence of the 
best of poets. Merry and Riddell say (ad Joe.): 'We 
may translate "growing from the same spot" or even 

(my italics) "from the same root", as Phaeacia 
was a land of marvel.' Stanford, following M. and 
R. closely, as usual in such matters, says: '"Growing 
from the same spot - one bush of wild, the other 
of cultivated, olive". The botany is disputed, see 
van Leeuwen - da Costa. But Scherie is in Fairyland.' 

The site of Scheria, I think it can be shown, is 
not in Fairyland, but in north-western Sicily, where 
any Homeric scholar may go and see it - a real and 
clearly recognizable place under a fictitious name. 
E/; 6µ60ev will naturally mean 'from the same stem': 
the EAIXLY) in question had been grafted on the cpuALY) : 
there, having, no doubt, proved a failure, it had 
been left neglected and unpruned, as had new 
growth from the original stock. Hence the ex
cellent cover that the two "thickets" together 
provided for Odysseus. Olive trees run riot unless 
severely pruned. 

I have no access to van Leeuwen - da Costa; 
but I have to the Eno/clopaedia Britannica. There (s. v. 
'Olive') I read that along the southern shores of the 
Mediterranean the tree had, at a very remote period, 
been carried by the Phoenicians to their numerous 
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colonies in Africa and thence to Spain. By them, no 
doubt, it had been taken also to north-western 
Sicily . (1) The trees (as the Britannica informs us) 
do particularly well in limestone country, and 
especially on the seaward slopes. This perfectly fits 
the country of Mt. Eryx, at the western foot of 
which ( as has been argued elsewhere) ( 2) "Scheria" 
and the "Land of the Phaeacians" lay. The Britannica 

gives us further relevant information: all varieties 
are propagated by grafting on wild olive trees; 
seedlings are sometimes grown in nurseries and 
then grafted; but since these may prove no more 
fruitful than the wild tree, cuttings are nowadays 
nearly always used. The one that now concerns us 
will have been a seedling. 

In an article on the thesis of Scheria - Trapani, 
in the spring number of the magazine Sicilia, 1958, 

the author, Signor Giuseppe Quatriglio, of Palermo, 
who had carried out a careful examination of the 
place both by land and sea, remarked that oleasters 
as well as cultivated types of olive still grow on the 
slopes of Eryx. 

Apart from his technique of entertainment and 
his celebrated phantasies, the poet (as I think can 
now be shown), when he is dealing with the realities 
of life, is as sensible and practical as any writer of 
prose. As Miss Lorimer remarks (although I cannot 
agree with her belief that the poem is of Anatolian 
origin and Eumaeus's birthplace the land of Syria in 
Asia Minor), (3) the poet belongs to the realistic 
school of fiction. Indeed, so far as our records go, 
he is the very founder of that school; and he is still 
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in several respects without a rival in that art - as 
he is also in the realm of phantasy. 

(ii) The Floating Isle of Aeolus (Od. x . 3) 

It has been argued in Reality and Allegory in the 
Od_ysso/(4) that Circe's isle is Ustica; Scylla's 'cave' 
the Fossa Anticha on the western face of the Gran 
Crate re of V ulcano Island; Charybdis's lower peak 
(within bow-shot of Scylla's) the Faraglione at its 
foot; the Planctae the three scoria-cones one mile 
away, which now form Monte Vulcanello; and that 
these facts, together with other considerations, 
substantiate the ancient tradition that Stromboli was 
the Isle of Aeolus ( cf. Strabo, vi. 2. r r). The poet's 
fondness for repetition of various kinds has also 
been discussed in RAO. (5) Yet another kind appears 
in what follows. 

Plate X in RAO shows the 'white calm' - the 

Ae:ux.~ yocA~VYJ of x. 94 - in the harbour of the Laestry
gonians. This is caused by the reflexion of the 
marble-limestone cliffs in the sheltered water at 
the head of Cala Bianca near Castellammare. Plate 
VIII, taken from a wood-engraving in J. W. Judd's 
Volcanoes ( 188 1 ), by courtesy of Messrs. Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, shows the whole shape of the island 
of Stromboli reflected clearly in the very calm sea. (6) 
Inquiry having been made of Signor Quatriglio 
of Palermo as to whether this was in any way 
particularly characteristic of Stromboli, the follow
ing information, through his good offices, was 
received from his friend Dr. Carmelo Cavallaro of 
the Faculty of V ulcanology at Catania University : 
'In hot weather and when the sea is very calm, the 
island of Stromboli does in fact appear to float upon 
the water . The phenomenon is due to the same 
causes as the well-known Fata Morgana in the 
Straits of Messina.' That phenomenon is described 
as a mirage to be observed in the Straits of Messina, 
in which as a result of refraction in the atmosphere 
the images of objects such as buildings, trees, etc. 
are seen in or on the water, or sometimes as though 
on an aerial screen above it . 

This appears to explain one somewhat puzzling 
expression (x. 3) concerning Stromboli and leads 
us to another - viz. the wall of bronze which is said 

(ibid.) to run around the whole of Aeolus's island . 
This matter was discussed by E. D. Phillips in 

Antiquity, Dec. 1956. It appears certain that me
tallic glints or discolorations are to be seen from 
the sea upon the notably symmetrical cone of 
Stromboli; but equally certain that they cannot be 
said to run around the whole of it. It has been 
suggested on p. 53 of RAO that this circular wall of 
bronze may perhaps have been prompted in the 
poet's mind by the brown and yellow sulphur
stained interior of the crater: if the wall were 
continuously of bronze on the inside, it might be 
thought of as continuously of bronze on the outside 
also, though the colour there might not be always 
visible . Some colour photographs in the National 
Geographic Magazine of Jan. , 9 5 5 had suggested 
that such a m ental process might not improbably 
have been set up. 

Judd (op. cit., p. 15), discussing the interior 
of the crater, remarks that the spectator may sit 
for hours watching the wonderful scene displayed 
below him. The assumption that the poet had 
himself surveyed this scene leads to another point 
of interest connected also with volcanoes, and with 
sulphur - the latter having been suggested in the 
first place by Mr. F. B. Chennells. 

It is the thesis of RAO that the poet was a seaman 
of ancient Trapani, personally familiar with all those 
real places in his pretended Wonderland, to which 
he has given fictitious names. This is not m ere 
guess-work. It appears quite certain, for instance , 
that the whole tale of the Planctae, Scylla, and 
Charybdis is the poet's own fantastical r endering 
of real volcanic phenomena; and that he himself 
had sailed the narrow channels of the Bocche di 
Vulcano, following the same course that Odysseus 
quite unnecessarily follows in the poem. The reason 
for the poet' s doing so and for his knowledge, 
perhaps, of the interior of the crater of Stromboli 
was ascribed in RAO merely to his natural curiosity 
to witness such strange and fascinating spectacles. (7) 
But he may have been to these places also on business 
- seamen's business . Sulphur, then as now, will 
have been a valuable commodity; and nowhere in 
the Mediterranean will there have been a more 
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easily available supply of it ( especially for a seaman 
of Trapani) than in the Aeolian Islands. The zig
zag path to the right of Scylla's "cave" in Plate VII 
of RAO was made by a Scottish company in the 19th 
century to enable men and mules to bring down 
"sulphur and other chemicals" from the Gran 
Cratere ofVulcano.(8) 

In the Odyssey (xxii. 48 1 f., 49 1 f.) sulphur is 
used in the most lavish manner to fumigate both 
hall and house and open courtyard after the slaughter 
of one hundred-odd suitors . If Ithaca of the allegory 
is ancient Trapani of the r eality (as I have attempted 
to show in RAO), w e can make a good guess where 
that sulphur came from. 

(iii) The Sirens' Island 

Like Calypso on Perejil Island in the Straits of 
Gibraltar, and like Circe on the isle of Ustica some 
forty miles to the northward of Phoenician Panor
mus, the Sirens, it has been argued in Ch. IX of 
RAO, are symbolical of a Phoenician-held island . 
This island must lie between Circe's Ustica (xii. 
142 f.) and the Planctae (ib. 201 f.), the three 
scoria cones of Vulcanello, now welded all to
gether (RAO, Plate VII) . So Apollonius (following 
Hesiod, according to the scholiast on Arg. iv. 8 8 2) 
placed the Sirens on Anthemoessa, an "isle of 
flowers" not far from Mt. Eryx (Arg. iv. 91 of.) - i. e . 
either on Ericoessa (Alicudi), Phoenicoessa (Fili
cudi), or Didyme (Salina). Hesiod 's island may well 
have been Filicudi. The accompanying illustration, 
however, will indicate - clearly, I think - that in 
the Odyssey the twin island of Salina was the Sirens' 
isle ; and that the clue to its identity is brilliantly 
given in the termination of a single word -
~e:tp~vouv , in x ii . 167 (9). There were three 

FILICUDI 

Sirens in Hesiod's version of the tale (Cat . 47). 
Why it took me so long to realize, not that the 
dual might be the clue (RAO, 111), but that it was 
the clue, I find it difficult to say. I feel no doubt 
about it now; and this identification, so far as I am 
concerned, satisfactorily completes the tally of all 
the fictitiously named places in the Odyssey ( 1 o ), 
after the departure from the Land of the Lotus 
Eaters . 

L. G. POCOCK 

Christchurch, New Zealand 

( 1) It is now known from the ev idence of Linear B tablets 
that the olive had reached Greece by Mycenaean t imes . It 
may, therefore, have come to Sicily from Greece . However, 
for the Sicilian and Phoenician background of the Odyssey see 
my Reality and Allegory in the Odysso/ (l-lakkert , Amsterdam, 
19 59); fo r the site of Scheria see also The Sicil ian Origin ef the 

Odyssey (New Zealand University Press, W ellington, 1957) , 

and "Samuel Butler and the Site of Scheria" (Greece and Rome, 

Oct. 1957 , pp. 125 ff.) 
( 2) See last note. 
(3) Homer and the Monuments, p . 80 (it was at Syracuse). 
(4 ) Hakkert, Amsterdam , 1959. (Cited RAO) 
(5) See Index , s.v. 'Poet' , ad.fin. 

(6) See RAO, p. 51 n. 2 . 

(7) Cf. RAO , Plate VII. 
(8) Judd, op. cit., pp. 42, 4 3. 

(9) For similar brevities cp. the single word &µcp[8uµot 
(iv . 847) which gives the clue for Asteris (RAO, 141, Fig. 1); 
the two words 1tpl-.1 dl>o·m; in x iii. 11 3 (RAO, 150); 80t 
-rpomxl i)d.[oto (xv, 404 : RAO, 69), which gives the decisive 
clue , both for Eumaeus 's birthplace and for the Thrinacian 
Isle . These, and many others like them , are the poet's inventi on, 
not mine. 

( 10) Including the scenery the poet has used for Ithaca . He 
is only pretending to be 'oral' and ' Homeri c' . He is the cul
mination, and the original, in the French sense of the word, 
who gave the poem its character , whatever his sources may 
have been . 

SALINA LIPARI VULCANO 

Elevations by F. B. Chennels . Vi ew at Lat. 38° 18' 30" N. Long. 14° 30' o" E. 
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PAPERS IN LATIN for the First Year Sixth, by 
S. K. BAILEY, M. Litt., Macmillan, ls 6d. 

The book contains thirty-five papers, each paper 

consisting of a passage of English for translation into 
Latin, a prose unseen and a verse unseen, though the 

first ten papers contain two short unseens. 
The English passages are not all the usual 'Latinised 

English' military episodes and, including as they do 
some modern pieces of English, they should be valuable 
in breaking down the belief in pupils that Latin is an 
extremely limited language and in convincing them that 

Latin can express as many ideas as any other language. 
Although half the prose unseens are excerpts from 

Cicero and Livy, twelve prose authors are, in fact, 

represented. The verse unseens are taken from seven 
authors, half of them from Ovid. The book, therefore, 
can serve as an introduction to a wider reading of 
Latin literature. Moreover, as the editor points out 
in the preface, pupils entering the Sixth form are 

generally ill-equipped to deal with prose composition 
and unseen translation, particularly verse. As many 

examination papers contain a piece of Ovid as the verse 
unseen, pupils should find this selection of great 

practical value. 
Difficult vocabulary is given, though only when 

essential; the passages still call for perseverance and 
ability. The papers, which are graduated in order of 
difficulty, can be used as test papers; equally well the 

passages may be read or written separately. 
Perhaps the cloth cover is not so great a drawback 

with Sixth formers as with younger pupils. In any 

case, this is more than compensated for by the use
fulness of the book and by its very reasonable price. 

D. G. MOORE 
University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

SPRACHLICHE DEUTUNG ALS TRIEBKRAFT 
PLATONISCHEN UND SOKRATISCHEN 
PHILOSOPHIERENS (Zetemata, Heft XXII). 
By C. J. Classen; Munchen, Beck, 19S9; pp. viii+187 

Dr. Classen's work has the merit of being accurately 

described in its title. Moreover it is entitled to the 
description of zetema in the strictest sense of that 
term. Quotations and references often reveal en

lightening parallels and do not serve only to provide a 
conventional ornament for the lower parts of his pages. 
References to usage in tragedy, old comedy, the orators 

and Democritus will be found to be well worth investi
gation; sometimes one feels that the difference between 
Plato and other authors is no more than the inevitable 

difference between one writer's language and another's, 
but in very many cases Classen makes good his case 
for a significant Umdeutung in the Platonic Corpus. 

It is best to regard this work as a rather tentative 
essay in a new method. Of course there has been work 
like Mugnier's Le sens du mot 0i::foc; chez Platon and 

Souilhe's study of ouvixµLc;; but these sought from a 
meticulous study of the occurrence of a word in Plato's 
own writings to establish what it expresses as an 

element in Plato's philosophy. Classen rather studies 
Umdeutungen, changes of meaning from contemporary 
usages and progressive changes within the corpus itself. 
He seeks to show that these changes show that the 

remoulding of language is deliberate and sets out to 
evoke a true inner sense - what it really is to be this 
or thus; that Socrates began this remoulding and that 
Plato deliberately followed him. Classen argues that 
such remoulding by insistence on essential meaning 
was not confined to nouns and adjectives. For instance, 

the answer op& to the formulaic 8pix a~ is found in the 
/on, but nowhere in Aristophanes. Classen thinks that 
it required the "plastisch-bildlich" attitude of Socrates 
to language to rescue the formula from its fossilised 

condition. 
This kind of observation is to be found throughout 

Classen's work, and while one sometimes feels that 
significance is invented, it is never safe to allow initial 

impatience to govern acceptance or rejection of his 
evidence. There is, however, a basic question which 
the format of the work itself poses and on the answer 

to which the right assessment of the whole must 
depend. Classen takes up the first half of his Zetema 
with word-shifts in Plato's later dialogues and only 
in the latter half of the work examines Socrates' practice 
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as evidenced in the earlier dialogues of Plato. He adds 

a brief chapter in which he claims that external evidence 

(the Clouds, Xenophon, other Myoi ~euxpix-nxo[) 
supports the 'Socratic' character of what he has treated. 

Interest in words and interest in definitions are no 

doubt 'fairly to be attributed' (as Aristotle might say) 

to the historical Socrates; but the 'plastisch-bildlich' 

treatment of the words was, I think, as likely as not 

Plato's throughout. I find it very difficult to distinguish 

'Platonic' play on e:u41u:x_lix and e:u~0'Y)c; (pp. 85-7) from 

'Socratic' play on xixMc; x&:yix06c; (p. 138), though I 

do not deny that word-play in the Laws has become too 

overt and sometimes rather tiresomely facetious. It 

lacks the freshness of the Fruhdialogen, but Plato 

himself was ageing. Surprisingly Classen omits 1tixiolix, 
1tixioia., 1tixiodix, which is done to death in the Laws, 
but appears alr.eady in Protagoras and Gorgias (see 

Dodds on Gorgias 485a). 

The actual word-studies are of varying length and 

of varying depth of penetration. No doubt it was right 

to study both philosophically important and philoso

phically unimportant words as affected by the same 

process of Umdeutung. But this raises the question 
as to what is really valuable as actual material for 

deeper and wider study of this kind. Classen mentions 

once Kittel's Theologisches Worferbuch and one wonders 

whether a Worterbuch zur platonischen Philosophie is 

his ultimate aim. Clearly we need a revised Ast to do 

what Ast often failed to do - namely to record actual 

Platonic vocabulary fully and adequately. But do we 

need a Platonic •Kittel'? There might be a case for 

a work which recorded contemporary use as well as 

Platonic use and appended brief philosophic notes -

especially if a bibliography could be attached to articles 

on words like i'.mo0foe:ic; and 1tixpa.oe:iyµix which 
Classen treats in a whole chapter here. (ixh·lix, 
however, which is hardly less important, gets very 

short shrift under ixt-niicr0ixi.) Yet such a work, 

supposing it composed, would not epitomise the 

Platonic philosophy, and its use would never be a 

substitute for reading and re-reading the dialogues 

themselves. 
But, to return to Classen himself, we can be grateful 

that an interest in the teaching of Martin Heidegger 

on truth and language and a sense of the , fascination 
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of the linguistic work of Protagoras and Prodicus have 

combined as Triebkriifte to set going this 'higher 

etymology' of Socrates and Plato. His work is uneven, 

but always suggestive, and the fourth chapter, Metaphern 
des Sehens fur geistige Vorgiinge a/s Grund/age fur Gleich
nisse, is a fully worked-out essay in itself and perhaps 

the most notable achievement in this wide-reaching 

Zetema. The third chapter, on the effect of metaphor 

enlarged into simile on Plato's account of y;u:x_~. seems 

to me far less successful. Since so many factors other 

than linguistic enter in here, the isolation of the lin

guistic factor is virtually impracticable. 

J.B. SKEMP 
University of Durham 

VICTOR EHRENBERG, THE GREEK STATE. 
Basil Blackwell, Oxford, 1960. 280 pp., 36 s. 

The Greek State is published as a revision of Pro

fessor Ehrenberg's earlier work, Der griechische und 
der hellenistische Staat, which appeared in 1932. The 

vast - but 'select' - bibliography reveals to what extent 

E. has incorporated the results of recent research in 

his later edition. The book comprises two parts, the 

Hellenic and the Hellenistic State. The title strictly 

is appropriate to Part I only: the Polis is 'the' Greek 

state (p. 27), whereas the Hellenistic monarchy, charac

terized by rule over non-Greeks, is not purely Greek 

(p. 135). E.'s new and enlarged version of the Hellenist

ic state is particularly welcome in view of the com

parative dearth of literature on the subject. Anti

quarian research has been largely confined to the Polis 

(see bibliography, p. 245). Moreover new material 

has come to hand since the earlier edition. 

A certain parallelism is observed in the arrangement 

of the material of Parts I and II, such as territory, 

population , political structure, and functions of the 

state (religion, law, armed forces, finance). Part I 

concludes with a chapter on federations and tribal 

leagues. E's aim is to seek what is typical and to avoid 

"submerging his main theme under the mass of vari

ations" (p. 4). In style and presentation E.'s deep 

scholarship has been made accessible to the non

specialist. But the specialist, more familiar with 

problems and controversies in the study of Greek 
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history, will read more deeply and benefit by E.'s 

clarity on important issues and by his valuable dis

cussions, however ·brief, and his bibliography at the 

back. 
For an impression of E.'s book attention may be 

drawn to sections such as the following: the Council 
(pp. 58 ff); 'alliances under a Hegemon' (pp. 112 ff.); 
tribal and regional leagues and their constitutions 
(pp. 121 ff.); the Hellenistic Kingdom (pp. 158 ff.); 
the ruler cult of the Hellenistic state (pp. 168 ff.); 
the strategic and basic aspects of the Hellenistic civil 
service (pp. 181 ff.); and the chapter on State and 
Polis (pp. 191 ff.) Note E.'s observations on e.g. tyranny 
- a phenomenon of social history (p. 45); on 'good 
order' or e:uvoµ[O( (p. 51); on Nomos as an underlying 
principle of the Polis (p. 98); and on the 'individual 
element' in the Hellenic State (pp. 160 f.) E. makes a 
special effort to indicate the connection between 
religion and State, usually not touched upon in works 
on the history of religion (pp. 24 ff. in the Polis, and 
pp. 215 ff. in the Hellenistic State; see his note on p. 

247). 
E. follows Wilamowitz in the view that oligarchy 

and democracy are only variants of the same type of 
state, and that the Polis is characterized by the 'sover

eignty' of the citizens with full rights. He believes in 
gradations of citizenship, which determined the differ
ent forms of constitution (p. 43 and p. 249 - partly 
on the strength of the constitution of Cyrene, SEG. 
XI 1, against Aristotle who is followed by Szanto, 
Griech. Biirgerrecht, 1892). The structural elements 

of the state include both the assembly of the citizens 
and the council (p. 32 ff. and 59 ff. - against Keil who 
holds that "A Greek 'Politeia' without an Ecclesia is 
conceivable"; see E.'s note, p. 250). The representative 
principle remains alien to the Polis (p. 91) - a different 
view from Larsen (Repres. Govt., p. 4: "Even the fully 
developed Greek democracy contained so much re
presentative machinery that little more than a shift in 
the emphasis on the various organs was needed to 
transform it into a representative government"; see 
E.'s note, p. 251). E. reaffirms the view that "the will 
to autonomy probably remained the strongest force 
in Greek politics" (p. 94; cf. )HS LXVII, p. 48- opposed 
by de Ste. Croix, Hist. Ill, p. 29). 

E. does not agree with Larsen that the Hellenic 

League was refounded in 479, or with Brunt (Hist. II, 
p. 149) that the military League of 481 B.C. was the 
model of the Delian Confederacy (see p. 253). At the 
congress of 481 B.C. a military alliance was concluded 
to ward off an immediate danger; no exact aim and 
no time limit was fixed; the league was still in force 
in 462 B.C. This alliance was not an independent entity 
in the legal sense; it had no official name and no regular 
organization. Sparta took the lead as 1tpocr-r1h1jc; -r-yjc; 
'E),.1,&aoc;- a position of recognized military leadership 

(p. 107). On the other hand the Symmachia - or 
'alliance under a Hegemon' - implies leadership defined 
in terms of law. It is to this type that the Peloponnesian 
League, the First (Delian) and Second Athenian 
League, and the League of Cori nth belonged (p. 112). 
With Wilcken E. regards the League of Corinth also 
as a Symmachia, borne out by the fact, established by 
Larsen ( CP 1925, p. 319), that the number of votes 
depended on the strength of the military contingents 
(see E.'s note, p. 255). 

E. gives as his view that Alexander demanded in 
324 B.C. of the Greek cities his worship as a god (p. 170 
- doubted by Balsdon, Hist. I, p. 363). For this there 
was no Achaemenid precedent (p. 261 - against Miss 
L. Ross Raylor, The Divinity of the Roman Emperor, Ch.1). 
It derived from the necessities of the new form of rule 
and so helped to shape the Hellenistic monarchy. 
1tpomcuv1jcr(c; did have something to do with Alexan
der's deification. E. is not convinced of the view, 
widely held, that the autonomy of the Polis could 
not be reconciled with the dominating power of the 
monarch, and that the latter's divinity was an attempt 
to overcome this difficulty (p. 171). Alexander's figure 
exercised very little influence on the theory of monarchy 
(p. 262; cf. Heuss, Antike u. Abend/and IV 1954, p. 65). 
The Hellenistic ideal of the 'true ruler' and the meta
physical theory of the new state was an organic growth 
from Greek political thought (pp. 177 ff.). The Nomos 
- the moral principle of the Polis (p. 98)- now became 
embodied in the king as the v6µoc; ~µ41uxoc;. 

E. believes that the Hellenistic civil service was 
largely controlled by Macedonians and Greeks (p. 189-
against Bengtson, Welt a/s Geschichte 1951, p. 135, 
who attributes a greater share to Orientals). The 
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distinctive mark of the Hellenistic strategi was the 

combination of military and civil power, as of the 

strategi of the Pol is (p. 183 - against Bengtson who 

questions any connection between the Hellenistic 

'strategia' and that of the Polis). 

Lastly, E. maintains that the Polis was something 

alien to the nature of the Hellenistic state (p. 191). 

There was a lack of connection between the monarchical 

territorial state and the Polis; nor could there be final 

settlement of relations between King and Polis (p. 191 

- against Welles, Studi in onore di A. Ca/derini e R. Pari
beni, 1956, who tries to bridge the gulf between the 

old Polis and the Hellenistic Polis and who believes 

that the Hellenistic monarchy" was not designed to 

extinguish the Greek city, but to preserve it" ; see 

E's note on p. 263). 

The 'notes' contain for Part I and II separately a 

general bibliography with remarks on the state of 

research and the nature of the sources, and a more 

specialized bibliography arranged under each chapter 

and sub-chapter of the book accompanied by criticism 

or appreciation of the books and articles referred to. 

The Greek State is a book which no serious student 

of ancient history can afford not to possess for basic 

study and consultation. 

C. P. T. NAUDE 
Pretoria, University of South Africa 

J. Ferguson, Moral Values in the Ancient World, 
Methuen, 1958, 256 p. 22s 6d net. 

This book covers its field by surveys of important 

periods which can be treated as entities ('The Homeric 

Age'; the age of 'Autarcy'), or of moral traits of charac
teristic significance ('Eros', 'Virtus') or of political 
ideograms of bearing on morality ('Philanthropia', 
'Homonoia', 'The Virtues of a Roman Emperor'). The 

volume is beautifully produced and well proof-read: 

presumably things like 'ruleworthy' (p. 47), 'Phusis' 

(p. 56), 'Expediential' (p. 120), 'centrality' (p. 160) 

are intentional. This book is the first, to my knowledge, 

put out by a classicist in the African University Colleges 

in Special Relation to London and something of that 

breadth and newness of vision often engendered in 

an Englishman by contact with Africa appears in it: 

"It is curious" (says the author in his introduction) 

"that ... no such study has hitherto been made." The 

bibliographical deterrent has not put off Professor 

Ferguson, who, writing primarily for classical, ministeri

al and theological students, in fact relies predominantly 

on primary sources (about 25 works in German are 

cited, rather less in French, none in Italian; on the 

English bibliography see below). No dates are given 

to the books cited; a pity this, since one receives the 

impression that the body of thinking was formed in 

the thirties: later works are peripheral to the thinking 

not interwoven with its development. Since this time 

classical scholarship has matured very considerably 

indeed in application of psychological, anthropological 

and propagandist studies - all crucially germane to this 

book. 

This fact is highly significant: Dodds, whose monu

mental work Ferguson does not employ, has demon

strated that the movement from shame culture to guilt 

culture took place in the Archaic Age. Ferguson's 

five pages on this age are totally inadequate to deal 

with so fundamental a change - if indeed one can deal 

with morality without reference to anthropology, a~ 

is done in this book. Psychological studies also receive 

scant acknowledgement. True, reference is made 

(p. 12) to the early chapters of Onian's The Origins of 
European Thought and, in very general terms, to the 

emergence of individuality in the Archaic Age (p. 19), 

but no mention is made of Rohde's Psyche or Snell's 

The Discovery of the Mind, where it has been conclusively 

demonstrated that increases in knowledge of the self 

brought about fundamental changes in the working 

of the human mind. Ferguson seems to regard the 

concept of the individual unitary personality as of far 
earlier date than in fact it was - and to be unaware 
that it was not static. To speak e.g. of "an early attempt 

to solve the age-old problem of free-will and deter

minism" (pp. 15-16) when free-will as a concept d id 
not emerge till long after Christ, and of "romantic 

love" (the product, largely, of the age of chivalry) 

playing a "proportionately smaller" part in ancient 

Greek life than in our own, shows fundamental mis

apprehension of the background to ancient morality. 

Not only does the discussion on Eros not sketch in 

contemporary views on the human consciousness 
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(see pp. 79-81, where such a sketch is called for) but 

it delicately by-passes the issue of homosexuality· (in 

fact neither Licht, Sexual Life in Ancient Greece nor 

Kiefer, Sexual Life in Ancient Rome are mentioned), 

central to Greek thinking on love. 

Little is made of the contribution of legal thought 

to the internalizing of guilt feelings or the development 

of the concept of individual responsibil ity. Again 

there are bibliographical weaknesses (cf. p. 16, n. 4): 

surely Ranulf's The Jealousy of the Gods and Criminal 
Law at Athens should be considered in a work like this, 

even if Bonner and Smith and Jones are not? Similarly, 

failure to state a position relative to the Socratic 

question (as e.g. on pp. 30 and 140) involves chrono

logical foreshortening which distorts much of the 

discussion on the development of the four virtues. The 

insensitivity of some of Ferguson's thought appears 

strikingly where he defends his views on Catullus 

against the criticisms which have been levelled at 

them (pp. 166 f.). Copley (Emotional Conflict and its 
Significance in the Lesbia Poems of Catullus A.J.P. 70, 

1949, 22-40) has shown that Catullus, painfully and 

with retrogressions, won to a new d imension of think

ing on love, in which physical desire and spiritual 

sympathy joined in a nexus of moral responsibility. 

This study has put all thinking on Catullus' morality 

on a new level - and Ferguson is in ignorance of this 

development. So with his treatment of Aeneas' Dido 

(pp. 169 f.), where the deeper levels of meaning in 

the Aeneid are ignored and with them the undoubted 

intention on Vergil's part to portray in Aeneas the 

Stoic sapiens in process of moral development. 

But in general Ferguson's failure in dealing with 

Roman morality is a historical one, again arising from 

bibliographical weaknesses : a lack of sensitivity in 

assessing the true meanings of socio-political terminolo

gy. The oxymoron "friendship is true, not because it 

is disinterested, but precisely because it is interested" 

(p. 73, cf. the whole discussion on amicitia pp. 66-73) 

contrasts with pathetic na'ivete with Syme's "Amicitia 

was a weapon of politics, not a sentiment based on 

congeniality" (Roman Revolution, 1952, p. 12; cf. the 

discussion on 'Political Catchwords' pp. 149 f.- Ferguson 

nowhere cites this monumental book). 

Although Ferguson shows some awareness of the 

significance of coin types and legends (two books and 

an article are cited : pp. 183 and 188) he has, in general 

on the Empire, again failed to move with the advancing 

front of research. Prosopography has delimited areas 

of upper class resistance to the Emperors by family 

policy rather than philosophic or political principles 

(cf. McAlindon in A.J.P. 1956, 113-33 and 78, 1957, 

279-87; contrast e.g. Ferguson p.159). Epigraphy has 

shown the Emperors' efficient administration - and _ it 

was Claudius' bureaucracy rather than any lack of 

'gravitas', as Ferguson claims (p. 176), which invol

ved him in senatorial opposition (von Fritz, C.P. 52, 

1957, 73-98). But a far more fundamental misapprehen

sion is to rely on Gibbon's (!) picture of the age 

Nerva-Commodus as "the period in the history of the 

world when the condition of the human race was most 

happy and prosperous" (Ferguson p. 205), this in spite 

of the totalitarian coercion of the minds of the 

administrative and executive classes and the abject 

condition of the proletariat (shown e.g. in Starr, 

Civilization and the Caesars, 1954). Ferguson seems 

unaware of the work that has been done on Religi

onspolitik and Roman propaganda in general 

(cf. pp. 128-29, 159 and 181) and displays a na'ivete as 

to Roman politics that is strangely incongruous coming 

from the Gold Coast (cf. e.g. pp. 130 and 131). This 

faulty background of thought misfocuses much that is 

sensible in the treatment of the Imperial virtues. 

Somehow there is a curiously Victorian atmosphere 

about this work, not so much in its bibliography 

(though Gladstone, Gibbon, Grote and Curtius feature 

prominently therein - and in a work of this nature 

surely one wants a later edition of Plotinus than Inge's?) 

as in viewpoint ( cf. pp. 32, 92, 160, 163 and 173). After 

quoting Orwell (p. 21) Ferguson proceeds later (p. 40) 

to say: "The saints are difficult to live with; . . . But 

we know in our heart of hearts that the truth is with 

them" (moralizing asides are prominent in this work: 

pp. 52, 61, 75, 120, 135 and 243) - and one feels that 

'1984' should have led to a deeper appreciation of the 

totalitarian ism of the Empire. But, after all , Professor 

Ferguson has done the back-breaking labour of the 

trail-blazer. Amid a welter of disputed problems, 

where others have feared to tread, he has made the 

attempt to produce a unified and organically developed 
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theme. Ample ground for criticism must exist in such 
an undertaking because of the mass of topics covered, 
but the work will make subsequent advance much the 
easier. 

T. F. CARNEY 
University College of Rhodesia and Nyasland 

N. G. L. Hammond, A History of Greece to 322 
B.C. (Oxford, 19S9). xxiv + 689 pp. with 12 plates 
and 34 figures. price 3Ss. 

The merits of this book are mostly to be found 
near the beginning. The opening chapter on the 
geography of Greece (pp. 1-18) is wholly admirable; 
elsewhere too the reader benefits from H's direct 
acquaintance with topography. The next part, called 
Book I (pp. 19-91 ), deals with the period c. 3000-850 
and offers a clear and thorough summary of the results 
of archaeological research. But within this period H. 
tries to construct from Greek legends a heroic age 
lasting c. 1250 - c. 11 SO (pp. 60-71 ). and here two com
plaints must be made. First, H. believes that "the 
general situation and the civilization" (p. 62) portray
ed in the Iliad and the Odyssey belong to the period 
1250-11 SO; consequently features drawn from the 
poems into his heroic age include "the predominance 
of bronze weapons... the abundance of gold and 
ivory ... the occurrence of iron tools and the knowledge 
of different methods of treating iron" (p. 62). According 
to Miss D. H. F. Gray (J. H. S. LXXIV, 1954, p. 15), 
"Bronze weapons, knowledge of iron-working and 
iron tools, and great wealth in gold never coexisted 
historically." It is true that on the previous page H. 
says: "In some cases the heroes used weapons which 
were no longer in vogue during the late Mycenaean 
period"; but the general reader will be misled (so was 
I for some time). Secondly, H. says (p. 23): 'The 
present author, in particular, places more credence 
in the traditions preserved by early Greek writers 
than many of his colleagues would do." This credence 
is highly selective. For example, evidence cited by 
H. for the historicity of Minos (p. 69) includes Hdt. I, 
171; VII, 170. H. fails to cite Ill, 122, where Herodotos 
doubts whether Minos belongs to "human history". 
Again, H. says (p. 68) that Theseus unified Attica c. 
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1250 : for evidence neglected by H. see C. Hignett, 
A History of the Athenian Constitution, pp. 35-7. Likewise 
H. says (p. 69): "the inhabitants of Attica were divided 
into four tribes, each under a tribal king; the tribes 
were divided each into three phratries, and each 
phratry into thirty family groups (gene), of which the 
members were styled gennetai." The evidence is 
Ar. A. P. fr. 3. Aristotle adds that each genos had thirty 
men; this last item, which discredits the whole scheme, 
is omitted by H. 

The bulk of the work (Books II-VI, pp. 92-651) 
deals with the period 850-321. Here the reader must 
be warned of two features. 

(i) H. is reluctant to recognize the limitations of 
knowledge. He minimizes serious problems and 
pretends that the evidence allows more precise and 
firm conclusions than are justified. For example, in an 
appendix (pp. 655-8) H. gives a list of colonies with 
dates from the eighth to the sixth century; it is worth
less, because H. fails to say that the dates are drawn 
from sources of varying reliability. Again, for the 
Orthagorid tyranny at Sicyon H.gives the date 655-555 
(pp. 148, 167) without allowing room for hesitation; 
this rests on a papyrus-fragment (P. Rylands 18) of doubt
ful interpretation and reliability (see D. M. Leahy, 
Bulletin of the john Rylands Library XXXVIII, 2, 1956, 
pp. 306-35; M. White, Phoenix XII, 1958, 2-14). H. 
repeats the judgement: "Laconian art declined gradual
ly after 550 and steeply after 500" (p. 128); this rests 
on very inadequate evidence (see R. L. Wade-Gery, 
J. H. S. LXXVII, 1957, p. 324). H. says that Peisistratos's 
supporters were "mainly the countrymen of the hill
land (diakria)" (p. 165). Aristotle (A. P. 13, 4) indeed 
calls them diakrioi, but Herodotos (I, 59, 3) calls them 
hyperakrioi; H. suppresses the conflict of evidence. -
In the fourth century there is admittedly more scope 
for precision in details, but H. exaggerates the reliabili
ty of his views on major matters. Thus of the League 
of Corinth, set up by Philip II, H. says (p. 572, n. 1): 
"Some details are much disputed." H.'s whole inter
pretation of the League as a "federal union" is disput
able; it may have been merely the instrument of 
Macedonian control, and H. admits (p. 600) that the 
Greeks regarded it as this after the destruction of 
Thebes. Again, H. cites a host of sources on Alexander's 
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demand for divine honours (p. 637); they do not by 
any means prove that Alexander asked for divine 

honours (see J. P. V. D. Balsdon, Historia I, 1950, pp. 
383-8). - Sometimes H.'s anxiety to minimize difficulties 

can be traced with tantalizing precision. Of the first 
trial of Pausanias H. says (p. 256) : "He was acquitted 
on most of the charges, which concerned the abuse of 

his powers as supreme commander, but the evidence 
that he had intrigued with Persia seemed to be in
disputable.'' Thucydides says (I, 95, 5): "He was 
punished for private injuries to individuals, but he was 
acquitted on the major charges; he was accused not 

least of medism and it seemed indisputable.' ' It is 
puzzling that Pausanias was acquitted on "the major 
charges", although med ism, a major charge, seemed 

indisputable; H. suppresses the puzzle. Again , H. 
accepts a Solonic council of four hundred; referring 

to this and the Areopagos, he says (p. 161): "The 
effect of the two councils on the Assembly was de

scribed \n a phrase drawn probably from Solon's poems: 
'the ship of state, riding upon two anchors, will pitch 
less in the surf and make the people less turbulent." ' 
After "described" insert "by Plutarch, six centuries 
later". 

If the book were intended solely for specialists, 

this feature would be merely annoying. But it is also 
intended for the general reader and the elementary 
student; in reading Greek history one ought to re

cognize as early as possible the limitations of knowledge 
and the many shades of difference between conjecture, 

probability and certainty. 
(ii) H. refuses to accept new ideas proposed by his 

contemporaries. For example, on the Messenian Wars 

(pp. 105-6, 136) H. tacitly rejects the arguments of 
F. Jacoby, F. Gr. Hist. Ill A (Kommentar), pp. 112-4; 

cf. A. Andrewes, C.Q., N.S. I, 1951, p. 43. On the date 
of Solon 's legislative work (p. 160) H. tacitly rejects 
the suggestion of Hignett, op. cit., pp. 316-21 . On the 

chronology of 480 H. ignores J. Labarbe, 8. C. H. 
LXXVIII, 1954, pp. 1-21; this has a bearing on the 

attempt to hold the acropolis (see J.A.R. Munro, C. A.H. 
IV, pp. 300, 303-4). H. puts the Congress-Decree 
(Plut. Per. 17) in 448 and adds (p. 307): "some place 
it in 446-445". If, as H. believes, the peace of Callias 

was genuine, the year 449 is by far the most likely 

date for the decree (see H. T. Wade-Gery, Essays in 
Greek History, p. 227, and elsewhere). On Phormion's 

expedition to Amphilochia (p. 317) H. tacitly rejects 
the argument of A. T. L. 111, p. 320, n. 84. On the ostra

cism of Hyperbolas (p. 387) H. tacitly rejects the 
argument of A. E. Raubitschek, Phoenix IX, 1955, 
pp. 122-6. On the Constitution of the Five Thousand 

(pp. 407-8, 411) H. tacitly rejects the arguments of 
G.E.M. de Ste Croix, Historia V, 1956, pp. 1-23. 

This list could be lengthened. I do not believe that 
all these new ideas are right; but they are all illuminat
ing. And it is not likely that, of all the new ideas 

proposed in the last few decades, only those proposed 
by H. are right. In places H. repeats old ideas that 

have been refuted and are scarcely matters of opinion. 
Thus he says (p. 584) that Androtion's Atthis ended 
with the year 346. The papyrus-fragments of Didymos 

On Demosthenes (first published 1904) cite Androtion 
for an event of 344/3. Again, H. believes that Pericles 
was a Buzyges (pp. 154, 220, 300); this is wrong; see 

(for example) V. Ehrenberg, Sophocles and Pericles, 
p. 75, n. 3. Again, H. says (p. 210, cf. p. 222) that 
Themistocles began fortifying the Peiraius in 493/2. 
This is due to misunderstanding of Kata in Thuc. I, 
93, 3; see A. W. Gomme, A. ). P. LXV, 1944, p. 323, 

n. 13 and Commentary on Thucydides I, p. 261-2. - Some
times one cannot tell whether H.'s statements are 
mere slips or deliberate challenge; he says (pp. 219, 
331) that the Athenian generals were elected by their 
several tribes, and (p. 257) that Athens had no vote 
in the synods of the Del ian League. There are a few 
slips; the Persae is produced in 472 on p. 276 but in 

470 on p. 298; a speech of Demosthenes is called On the 
Peace on p. 556 but becomes De Pace on p. 560. 

Three less pervasive features indicate further the 

spirit of the work. First, although H. gives good ac
counts of some religious developments, he is out of 

sympathy with some aspects of Athenian religion. He 
calls some practices "superstition" (p. 434). Pericles, 
in a eulogy, is said to have been free from "prejudices, 

secular or religious" (p. 300). In Athens during the 
Peloponnesian War H. recognizes "a conflict between 
rationalism and democracy" (p. 433), and the outcome 

he would welcome would be "the true spirit of en
lightenment and the true spirit of democracy" (p. 436; 
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my italics). He thinks that from 454 the tribute passed 

into the hands of Athens "apart from the niceties of 

book-keeping" (p. 324); in fact much of it became the 

property of the goddess Athena, and this was not a 

mere nicety of book-keeping, for later, when the 

Athenians borrowed money from Athena, they 

borrowed it at interest. H. summarizes several plays 

of Euripides but characteristically_ not the Bacchae 
(p. 423-6). Secondly, H. assumes that political struggles 

in Athens were due to class-struggles (pp. 369, 387, 

403, 529, etc.). In taking this view he neglects evidence 

like Thuc. Ill, 82, 6-8 and overlooks the many politicians 

whose activity is only scantily attested. Men like Epi

genes Cephisieus (Xen. Mem. Ill, 12; Lys. XXV, 25-6; 

etc.), Leodamas Acharneus (Dem. XX, 146; Aeschin. 

Ill, 138; etc.) , Diodes Pittheus (Dem. XXI, 62; etc.) 

and Diotimos Euonymeus (Ps.-Plut. X orat. 844 a ; etc.) 

were major figures but they do not fit readily into the 

supposed class-struggle. H. fails to grasp the idea of a 

governing-class (on which see now H. Schaefer, 

Gnomon XXXII, 1960, p. 4, accepting A.H.M. Jones, 

Athenian Democracy, p. 130). Thirdly, H. is at t imes 

more anxious to admire than to explain. The Ionian 

Revolt may indeed show "courageous love of inde

pendence" (p. 205), but the causes remain obscure; 

H. 's praise (pp. 259-60) for the victory at the Euryme

don makes it seem very odd that the Phaselites did not 

want to be freed from Persian rule. Correspondingly 

H. Ii kes great men; he would rather praise Pericles 

(p. 300) and Philip II (pp. 574-6) than explain them in 

their social background. His closing remarks about 

Alexander (" If Alexander had lived, the co-operation 

of Macedon and Iran might have prospered, and his 

genius might even have realized the co-operation of 

Macedon and Greece which would have withstood the 

arms of Rome" p. 651) imply a large estimate for the 

role of ind ividuals in history. Men deserving admiration 

are more likely to be found among the poor and the 

oppressed than among the leaders of imperial powers. 

The book is written in a spirit of dogmatic ration

alism. For the general reader it can only be recommend

ed in parts, mainly on military history, where H. is at 

his best; several passages prove that he could write a 

very good book on the art of war in Greece. The book 

has a few new ideas for the specialist, for example on 

the notion of "common peace" in the fourth century 

(pp. 486, 511, 583), but these require further exposition. 

The illustrations are excellent - clear, adequate 

and relevant. 

R. SEALEY 
Queen Mary College, London 

P. CORNELIUS TACITUS: UITGELEZEN 
TEKSTEN, uitgegeven en voorbereid door M. 
van der Mijnsbrugge, Antwerpen 1957 (Palladium 
serie, Nedi. Boekhandel); pp. XIII + 216 + 
Hulpboekje pp. 32. 

Th is is a selection of passages from all the works of 

Tacitus with introduction, explanatory notes and 

exercises, in Dutch, intended for use in the grammar 

schools of Belgium and Holland. But the Flemish 

editor, Dr. van der Mijnsbrugge, so well succeeds in 

stimulating his readers' understanding of and interest 

in the genius of Tacitus, that this edition could be most 

useful also for students reading for B.A. 

Editions of selected passages are necessitated by 

the continental preference for prescribed authors 

rather than set books. (See M. Marples, 'The Classics 

in Holland', G. &. R. 18 (1949) 37-42; passim in Der 
altsprachliche Unterricht, Stuttgart, and in Gymnasium, 
Heidelberg) . The present editor has made a selection 

which should appeal strongly to pupils making acquain

tance with this author "who by his acute psychological 

revelations fully satisfies the youth's awakening sense 

for self-analysis and psychology" (v.p.): Aper's defence 

of eloquence, Dial. 5-10; from the Agricola the intro

duction (1-3), the description of Britain (10-12), the 

harangues of Calcagus and Agricola (30-34), Agricola's 

return and end (39-46); Germania 9-10, 14-19; from 

Hist. I the survey of the empire (4-11), from Hist. Ill 

the capture of Rome by the Flavians and the death 

of Vitellius (79-86); almost the whole of Annals I (c. 

5-49), Ann. II 27-31 (the case of Libo Drusus), Ill 33-34 

(debate on governors' wives in the provinces), chapters 

from Ann. IV, and finally from Ann. XV the fire of Rome 

(38-44) and - without notes and intended for unseen 

practice - the conspiracy of Piso and the death of 

Seneca (48-64). 

The continental schools' approach with its emphasis 
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on the reading rather than the writing of Latin (or 

Greek), and the consequent relative unimportance of 

prose composition, makes itself felt in the fact that in 

this book few notes are devoted to grammatical 

explanations, and these mostly in the form of questions. 

Pupils attempting Tacitus should, after all, be well 

versed in Latin grammar and vocabulary. The ac

companying '. Hulpboekje' (preparation book) contains 

a vocabulary giving only the more difficult words 

(never repeating what has been explained in the notes); 

without doubt the pupil will still be compelled to make 

a healthy use of his dictionary. This is more sensible 

than adding vocabularies (as in the Methuen series) 

telling pupils attempting Tacitus the meaning of words 

such as: oro, d ico, sex, vel! Personally I doubt the 

value of vocabularies attached to school editions. They 

tend to give pupils a distorted idea of the usage of a 

word, and save little of the time that would be spent 

in using an elementary or intermediate dictionary. If 

some vocabulary assistance is needed for speeding up 

progress, a better method is adopted in some Dutch 

'hulpboekjes' (e.g. in the series Hel/enike Giotto, 
published by Dekker & v.d. Vecht, Nijmegen), viz. 

giving a list of difficult words in the order in which 

they occur, so that sections of the vocuabulary could, 

if so preferred, be learned before attempting to trans

late the passages. 

The editor's aim is obviously to lead his readers 

towards an appreciation of Tacitus' text as literature. 
The absence of a grammatical pre-occupation, and a 

sensible avoidance of unnecessary and extensive ex

planations of 'realia' referred to in the text, leaves 

him free to draw his readers ' attention mainly and 

constantly to the author's style and approach. In his 

notes he can simply refer to the paragraphs of his succinct 

and well illustrated sketch of syntax and style in the 

'Hu.lpboekje' (perhaps attention is too often drawn 

to quite formal cases of alliteration , homoeoteleuton 

and metaphor; the red u ntant use of so-called synonyms 

is indicated without explaining the contribution of 

the second synonym in its emotional impact or added 

shades of meaning). Frequent attention is drawn to 

emphatic word arrangements (though mostly confined 

to initial positions). One or two more detailed and 

sustained analyses of word order, and, for that matter, 

of the concentrated character of the style would have 

been useful. An excellent feature of the book is the 

study assignments given at the end of passages or chap

ters in the form of stimulating questions requiring the 

pupil to give an account of the pattern , structure, 

spirit and presentation of the whole, and also to analyse 

the style (esp. effective are e.g., the questions on the 

style of Hist. I. 2, I. 10, Ill. 72, Ill. 84 8-9). These assign

ments ensure that the study of Tacitus will not remain 

confined to vocabulary, grammar and translation, 

and it challenges and helps the pupil really to under

stand and experience the text as living literature. The 

editor judiciously awakens the pupils' sense for com

parative study of literature: not only by setting Cic. 

de Drat. I. 8. 30-34 against Aper's speech, Nepos A/cib. 
1.3-4 against Hist. I. 10, Scipio's speech in Livy 28.27. 

1-4 against Germanicus' in Ann. I. 42, Suetonius Tib. 
68.3-4 against Ann. I. 10, but in particular by inviting 

comparison with modern parallels, e.g. passages from 

Bossuet's Oraisons with the Agricola, from Le Bon's 

Psychologie des Foules with Ann. I on the Pannonian 

mutiny, the racy first scene from N.P. van Wyk Louw's 

Afrikaans verse drama Germanicus with Tacitus' 

description of the mutiny in Germany, passages from 

Sienkiewicz's Quo Vadis? on the Great Fire of Rome. 

(This seems to be a distinguishing feature of Belgian 

humanistic education, and was recently strongly 

advocated in Pretoria by the Flemish educated Trans

vaal teacher, Mr. G. de Vleeschauwer - see Report on 
Conference of Transvaal Latin Teachers (April 25, 1959), 

p. 21). 

The brief introduction is well packed with infor

mation . One is surprised to learn, though, that Tacitus 

"faithfully adhered to his principle of writing 'sine ira 

et studio" '(p. XII), and some attention should be drawn 

to the general accuracy of his facts as distinguished 

from his prejudiced presentation or colouring thereof. 

In the Bibliography one misses B. Walker's The Annals 
of Tacitus (1952) and though Wolff-Andresen's edition 

of the Histories (1914, 1926) is quoted, K. and W. He

raeus' revised edition of 1927-9 is strangely omitted. 

The notes are generally sound and reliable. But in 

Dial. 5.5 pericu/um should hardly be limited to the 

special judicial sense of 'legal proceedings, prosecution' ; 

only the further development of the sentence afterwards 
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adds this special connotation. In Dial. 7.1 'civitate = 
urbe', 9.4 'velut in herba vel flore praecerpta = laus 
perit velut herba in flore praecerpta', 10.5 'in levio
ri bus = on the smoother parts'; Agric. 11.2 'colorati = 
painted or tattoed', 31 .7 'femina duce - Cartimandua' -
all these notes deserve question marks . In Agr. 30.4-5 
he explains 'pro magnifico est - and so makes it the 
more attractive for the Romans', but this will not do 
with the transposition he adopts in the text. The 
note on Agr. 33.2 refers to 'virtute et auspiciis' instead 
of 'imperii' as 'the general terms avoiding reference to 
Domitian.' Only a few printing errors have been noted 
in the first sections: p. 7, 1.1: wrong punctuation after 
quod; p. 10 (bottom) 'prosequiter'; p. 23 1.19: bracket 
omitted in '(zelfst. gebr.)'; p. 36 1.1. 'his' for 'hie'; 
p. 491.4 of text should read 'nihi/'; p. 511 .6 of notes: 
read 'vormen'; p. 52 1.14: 'las' for 'als'; Hulpb. p. 5 
par. 24 : read 'overvloedig'. 

Dr. van der Mijnbrugge has presented Dutch and 
Flemish schools with a stimulating edition which well 
deserves the attention of South African university 
students too. 

G. VAN N. VILJOEN 
University of South Africa 

TACITUS, Annals Book I, edited by N. P. Miller, 
Methuen 1959; pp. ix + 223 (with vocab. 261). 
Price (with vocab.) 13s 6d. 

It is a long ti me si nee Fu rneaux was fresh; and read
ing the Annals is as constant a duty (and one hopes a 
joy) for the classical student as ever. If a reader's first 
steps into Tacitus' masterpiece are, as they should be, 
through the somewhat forbidding portals of the first 
book, he needs at his elbow the support of a scholarly 
but not portentous exegesis. It is good to see that 
Methuens have added this title to their well-known 
series of Classical Texts; and Miss Miller wins our 
thanks for a workmanlike, lucid and often penetrating 
exposition. The text is prefaced by a comprehensive, 
if necessarily terse, introduction to the historian and 
the content of this book, and is followed by well over a 
hundred pages of commentary, with two useful indexes 
(one of proper names); there is also a map. Some of the 
late j.A.H. Way's notes are embodied in this edition, 

and Miss Miller has accepted valuable suggestions from 
many sources, giving due credit (although Syme's 
Tacitus arrived too late for her); but the presentation 
of the whole is hers , as is the wit which constantly 
enlivens the explanations: it is charming to find Tacitean 
sentence-structure glossed by an adroit limerick. 

The introduction (after we have recovered from 
the shock of seeing A.D. 80 still set down as the publi
cation date of the Dialogus) has much that is excellent. 
Parallel styl istic analyses of passages from Cicero and 
Tacitus and from Livy and Tacitus bring out the essential 
differences with startling clarity; and it is well shown 
how Tacitus shuns all expected balance between 
the syntactic and the semantic relations of sentence
parts, and how the immediate context intensifies the 
force of a word's own field of association. (Not but 
what the associations might sometimes be stressed 
rather more; students should appreciate the effect, 
on any Roman with a sense of history or a claim to 
gravitas , of a sequence like du/cedine otii pellexit.) The 
notes support this sort of analysis in particular sen
tences (as in 57.4); but one misses a note on 61.4, 
where syntactically para I lel clauses are ordered to 
show how the veterans recalling Arminius' vaunting 
speech are interrupted by those who would not have 
Germanicus miss the atrocities. Tacitus' honesty in 
stating facts which do not square with his own dis
creditable interpretations of imperial policy is oddly 
exemplified by the editor herself: Tiberius' lack of 
tact is stressed (pp. 39, 41), but his handling of Ger
manicus' recall from Germany is admitted to be a 
model of tactful direction (p. 46). The review of 
Tacitean syntax well demonstrates how classical usage 
is merely extended and exploited by him. Sporadic 
oddities are covered in the commentary. Miss Miller's 
treatment accords· well with a recent subsidium, E.C. 
Woodcock's A New Latin Syntax (than which she is 
sometimes less safe, as on the fut. ppl.). Though 
difficult cases are rarely passed over, the editor admits 
the unwisdom and often the impossibility of too strict 
a classification (as with the type occulta saltuum, or 
caeno fossisque in 65.4). However, rector iuveni (24.2) 
is twice said to show a dative of purpose (pp. 26, 146), 
whereas this use of the case denotes that which the 
accompanying noun is required to be or its action to 
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produce; nor is leto datus an example of the predicative 

dative (p. 26). It is true (as is said on p. 32) that Tacitus 

usually represents an original fut. indic. in historic 

0.0. by a secondary sequence form; but exceptions 
like 29.1 (videat, audiat) deserve a note. As to the 

pres. ppl., the remark about 'later writers' (p. 34 

I. 19) seems to forget Sallust (Jug. 113.1) who anticipated 
Virgil's volvens; and that the perf. ppl. may cover 'a 

state of things contemporaneous with the main verb' 

(p. 35) should lead to admitting that it may describe 
events even later than the main verb (so already in Livy; 

see Woodcock, NLS p. 82), as is really the case in 

65.3, capto ..• campo (and adeptus at 32.2 must be 

similar, cf. Hist. II 82). 

The text printed is largely that of the Oxford 
edition, with Koestermann's subsection numbering; 

but its innovations are defended, as in the good note 

on hominum (59.4). In sixteen places the Oxford Text is 

abandoned, and though no reading is original each 

has its apologia (highly convincing on intentus 20.2; 

sexagenis 32.1; seque et 34.1). At 27.2 digredientem eum 
Caesare leaves us in syntactic difficulties; and, pace 
Lofstedt, the retention of et at 41.1 involves a dative 

of goal exceptionally with an uncompounded verb. 

At 62.1, if 'the repetition of the phrase from 61.1 is 

surely deliberate', Andresen's omnis (see OCT) deserves 

mention. So perhaps does Whittick's neat ifa suis at 
28.1 (CR 1956, 7). Of course, Marcus Lepidus now 

assumes his rightful place, through Syme's efforts 

()RS 1955, 22 ff.). 

The commentary is consistently informative, with 

very adequate cross-references; the problems are 
clearly outlined if not given a feasible solution, and 

there is much sturdy common-sense (as on caedes 6.1; 
scrobes 61.4; legiones ... reportat 63.3). Tiberius' e

lectoral arrangements (14, 15, 81) are understandably 
left in uncertainty; on 81 the complicated note is open 
to many objections, and the procedures described in 

the clauses headed by modo, aliquando and plerumque 
can only be assumed to correspond somehow to differ
ing numerical relations of nominati, (informal) commen

dati and available consulships. Tacitus' debts to earlier 
authors, especially Virgil, are carefully noted; it is odd, 
though, that while Virgilian support is enlisted for the 

proleptic use of resultantis in 65.1 it is not said that 

this transferred sense of this verb is Virgil's. In 61.4 

one expects vu/nus adactum to earn a reference to Aen. 
X 850; and in 49.1 the editor might have saved herself 

a hesitant note on Furneaux's unsound explanation of 

diversa omnium ... civilium armorum facies by adducing 
Aen. VI 103f. (laborum ... facies; see also Hist. Ill 30.1), 

as Furneaux himself paradoxically does in his introduc

tion. One or two minor criticisms arise: p. 97 - the 
hexameter which begins the Annals may be a link with 

Livy and Sallust, but more immediately relevant is 

probably Claudius' truncated verse quondam reges 
hanc tenuere urbem ... on the Lyons tablet, which in its 

co/oniarum et municipiorum, used of the Italian towns, 

seems to be the precursor of another Tacitean usage. 

P. 115 - Suetonius may be right that Agrippa's exile 
was perpetuated by a senatorial decree, but it is unsafe 

to argue that banishment on Augustus' own authority 
was revoked by his death, or why did Ovid not just 

sail home? P. 133- if it is here implied that proconsu/are 
imperium, if maius, could be exercised in the city, 

there has been misunderstanding of Dio liii 32 5 (see 

)RS 1951, 114). P. 161 - to the excellent note on the 
subjunctive in rhetorical questions in 0.0. add the 

exposition of Woodcock, Greece and Rome 1952, 37ff. P. 

168 - the moment to which 46.3 refers is either 

shortly before or shortly after Tiberius' 55th birthday 
(he was not 56; Furneaux also makes this error in his 

note and several like it in his introduction). 

The book is beautifully printed and the proof
reading has been meticulous. The only misprints 
which spring to the eye are 'left' for 'right' on p. 42 

line 24, and intercludi for includi on p. 165 line 11. To 

the first note on p. 121 quinquies ought to be added 
to the lemma. If not a perfect edition this is a sound 

one: one may give it to students without fear of their 
being misled or bored. 

N. E. COLLINGE 
Durham 

H. H. Scullard, From the Gracchi to Nero, A 
History of Rome from 133 B.C. to A.D. 68, 19S9; 
xi, 4S0 p. with maps and table (Methuen 2Ss net). 

This book deals with the period of Roman history 

most frequently set for examinations and upon which 
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research is and has for some time been most industrious

ly engaged. Attractive and very easily legible type
faces both in text and notes do not prevent a full and 

detailed treatment of the period which would do credit 

to a volume of far more than the 450 pages of this one. 
The concluding index and in particular the notes with 

their page references make reference delightfully easy. 
The author's combination of broadness of view 

with detailed grasp of intricate minutiae is truly 

impressive and his bibliography compels admiration, 

being especially amazing in that it extends to late in 

1958. The book provides two things simultaneously: 
a clear and flowing narrative for the "younger readers" 

of the Preface which, for "the slightly more advanced 

student," appears as a well-informed and judicious 
resolution of innumerable cruces. In general, two 

aspects in particular deserve commendation: the sensi

tive use of numismatic evidence - especially of coin 

types and debasements - which, though such full use 
is a fairly recent development in general works, is an 

integral part of the book (Nero's reign being particular

ly well illustrated, pp. 315-16), and the thorough, 
sympathetic and realistic analysis of imperial military 

problems and policies. Some particularly felicitous 

and stimulating observations on individual points will 

perhaps demonstrate Prof. Scullard's deftness of ap

proach: the reminder of the rudimentary nature of 
smelting processes until the invention of valved bellows 
in the fourth century A.D. (p. 337); the detailed, factual 

account of the entertainments and relaxations available 

for citizens of the first century of the Empire (pp. 350 
f.); a comment on a new concept in architecture that 

was to herald a new era of design (p. 358), and the 
tracing of the flourishing state of literature under the 
Julio-Claudians to the fact that all the Emperors were 
themselves writers (p. 361 ). 

In short, the standards of this book are as high as 

those of its predecessors and it constitutes an up-to
the-minute and authoritative guide to what is in parts a 

really difficult and complex period of history. In
evitably, however, the length and complexity of the 

period covered in this relatively small volume,combined 
with the concise resolution of tangled problems in 

primary (and secondary!) source material, produces 
occasionally passages whose treatment might well 

be qualified, supplemented, or even altered in emphasis. 

The following observations are made, as constructive 
criticism, to complement the book in these respects. 

The effort to include the most recent research 

work right up to the moment of going to press results 
in places in a failure to digest very recent bibliography. 
Badian's comment: "The 'moderation' of the victorious 

Optimates. .. receives a much-needed explanation" 

(J.R.S. 46, 1956, 94) and accompanying discussion might 

have been borne in mind to advantage at pp. 31, 388 

n. 2, 42-3 and 45- where the importance of the coalition 

of Equites and Metelli (cf. Bloch-Carcopino, Des Gracques 
a Sulla 1952, 277 f.) should have been brought out. 

On p. 47 the difficulties analyzed by Passerini (Athen. 
12, 1934, 14-15) in regard to Marius' corn bill have 

been far from fully realized. The conclusions reached 
in Badian's Foreign Clientelae must modify the views 

expressed on pp. 78, 89, 94 and 103; Sherwin White 

(J.R.S. 46, 1956, 1 f.) has shown that Pompey's actions 

in 71 are best not interpreted as a "threat of force" 

(p. 97) nor to have resulted in an "undoing of Sulla's 

work" (p. 99). Suolahti, The Junior Officers of the Roman 
Army in the Republican Period, 1955, is another book 

whose findings have not been fully integrated with 

this work: the emergence of a new military caste 

should have been indicated at p. 184 and the work is 

directly relevant to notes 24 and 1 on p. 415. 
Starr, Civilization and the Caesars, 1954, has much 

to contribute on the (worsening) atmosphere of Au

gustus' reign: his work on its negative aspects might 
well have been used at pp. 244, 273, 362, 422 n. 32 

and 432 n. 9. Without such a corrective the references 

to "a weary world" (p. 371) and "lowered standards" 

(p. 375) come as a surprise- and are difficult to explain. 
Lepper has shown (J.R.S. 47, 1957, 95-102) that the 
Quinquennium Neronis should be referred to the 

latter's first years as emperor not the last five years 
(p. 315 and 429, n. 15) and Charlesworth (J.R.S . 40, 

1950, 72) has shown that Nero was in fact haunted by 
thoughts of his mother (p. 317). 

There are inevitably some inadequacies of biblio
graphy. At times this results in faulty emphasis: in the 
treatment of the Gracchi, where Boren (A.H.R. 63, 

1958, 890-902 and A.J.P. 79, 1958, 140-56) has shown 
that their problem was primarily urban; Aemilianus' 
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assistance of the allies in their dealings with the land 

commission (pp. 32 and 34) is best explained with Geer 
(T.A.P.A. 70, 1939, 30-36); as to the Marian 'Massacre', 

the traditional picture is a gross distortion (p. 73; 
contrast Bennett, Cinna and his Times, diss. Chicago, 
1923). Again, there were principles at stake when the 
Senate rebuffed Pompey in 60 (p. 117; cf. Broughton, 

T.A.P.A. 77, 1946, 35) and Pompey not Domitius was 
at fault in 49 (p. 139; cf. von Fritz, T.A.P.A. 73, 1942, 
145-80). Religionspolitik was used by Roman leaders 
long before Augustus' time (pp. 242-43; cf. Volkmann, 

Sul/as Marsch auf Rom, 1958, ch. IV and V; Weinstock, 
H.T.R. 50, 1957, 211 f.; Tondriau, SO 27, 1949, 128 f. 

Incidentally superstition had been prevalent even 
amongst the upper classes in Rome far earlier than 
Scullard , pp. 212 and 372, suggests: Plut. Mar. 17,2 

and 42,4). A very good summary of the position reached 
by scholarship on Tiberius is given at p. 292, but von 

Fritz ( C.P. 52, 1957, 73-97) has seriously modified the 
usual views on the period (cf. pp. 278-9 and 292; Stuart 
in C.P. 35, 1940, 64f. is vitally pertinent to nn. 5, p. 424 

and 8, p. 425). It should be pointed out that factional 
politics within the Senate caused many of the treason 
trials (pp. 284 and 425 n. 7; Walker, The Annals of 
Tacitus, 1952, is still invaluable for a depiction ofTacitean 

bias). On Seianus' parentage Adams (A.J.P. 76, 1955, 
70-76) might have been consulted to advantage. Mc
Alindon's articles on Claudius (A.J.P. 77, 1956, 113 f.; 

78. 1957; 279 f.) considerably alter the picture of 
Claudius (and his relations with the Senate) presented 
pp. 300, 302; a useful prosopographical study is Lewis, 

The Official Priests of Rome under the Julio-Claudians, 
1955- cf. pp. 301, 305, and Oost (A.J.P. 79, 1958, 113-39) 
has given most salutary correction to the Momigliano
dominated view on Claudius' administration (pp. 

302 f.). 
The bibliography on Nero is the only uniformly 

weak spot in the book: at p. 316 the articles by Oost 
(above), Geer (T.A.P.A. 62, 1931, 81-85) and Alexander 
(C.P. 49, 1954, 94-97) should have been consulted 

(and at p. 428 n. 14 Walter, Nero, 1955 might well have 
been included; certainly on p. 429 Bardon in R.E.L. 
14, 1936, 337 f., Boethius in Eranos 44, 1946, 442 and 

Clayton in C.Q. 41, 1947, 81-85 are highly relevant to 
nn. 17, 19 and 20 respectively). The prosopographical 

studies of Lewis (above), Walton (J.R.S. 19, 1929, 

38-66) and McAlindon (A.J.P. 77, 1956, 113-33) would 

have improved the discussion on pp. 321 and 371; 
Gresseth (C.P. 52, 1957, 24-27) is important for Nero's 
quarrel with Lucan (pp. 321, 362, 366) and Rogers 
(T.A.P.A. 86, 1955, 237-49) is apposite to p. 322. 

There is some failure to appreciate the sordid ruth

lessness of Republican party politics at pp. 71, 73, 94 
and 143: surely, as Badian (Historia 6, 1957, 343-44) 
says, it was the fact that they were tired of being the 

plaything of Roman domestic politics that drove the 
Italians to war (cf. p. 67 - where, incidentally, the 
conclusion "the organization of the new confederacy 
seems to have outrun the needs of a purely adminis

trative machine" is fairly conclusively contradicted by 
the most recent work of the bibliography cited to sub
stantiate it)? And there is little realization of the 

emperor's need to bolster up his power by attracting a 
dependant administrative class to his service (pp. 223, 
225,227,232-33,235-238 are not adequate; 304,314). Now 

careers and opportunities for social advancement were 
opened up for certain classes for the first time under 
the Empire (not mentioned at pp. 348 f.; incidentally 

the emergence of the freedman is most notable in the 
second century A.D.: Gordon in J.R.S. 21, 1931, 65 f. 
contrast p. 345). 

In more general terms, the scope of the book 
frequently inhibits the full analysis of the import of 

sociological developments. The northward movement 
of population to the Po Valley was much more dynamic 
than is here suggested : with it the centre of military 
gravity moved to the North (pp. 20, 178, 415 nn. 24 
and 1). The significance of the Marian army reforms 

was that they proletarianized the army, making it 
independent of its junior officers , who, as a senatorial 

group, had previously ensured its loyalty (p. 59; cf. 
Parker, The Roman Legions, 1958, 30-31 and' Suolahti, 

above). The demoralization brought about by the 
Social War is not well represented: it "fertilized the 

Marian Army reforms and begot the Revolution" 
(Sherwin White J.R.S. 46, 1956, 5; Volkmann, op. cit., 

26; 64-65; the whole period 90-80 is much more anar

chic than is generally held : Badian P.A.C.A. 1, 1958, 1 f.). 
Rome's administration through local aristocracies 
meant her retention of such groups in power in the 
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Hellenistic East, where the long-standing feud of 
democrat versus oligarch was to some extent replaced 

by universal hatred of the lower classes for Rome com
bined with national is tic stirrings ( contrast p. 192). 
The introduction of the bill of credit as a medium of 
exchange in the mid first century B.C. had a galvanic 

effect on urban development - only surpassed by the 
contemporary and later ecological changes when 
the flora and fauna of the Empire were redistributed 

about its vast territories (neither point is mentioned : 
the works of Forbes, Studies in Ancient Technology, 1954 

f., Thomson, A History of Ancient Geography, 1948, and 

Jennison, Annimals for Show and Pleasure in the Ancient 
World, 1937, are complementary to the discussion on 
pp. 339, 343 and 354-56). Some clearer indication of 

the major fluctuations in coin values could have added 
much to the skilful analysis of type-symbolism; so, at 
p. 321, a comment on Nero's movement from a unitary 

mint policy, and at p. 339 a digression on the economic 
importance, for Lugdunum, of its choice as site for an 
Imperial Mint would have been illuminating. And 
there has been some excellent work done on "Ver
wendung and Bedeutung der Portratgemmen fur das 
politische Leben der romischen Republik (Vollenweider, 
Mus. Helv. 12, 1955, 96 f. ; mention might have been 

made of this at pp. 198 and 359). But this is to demand 
perfection of what is, within severe limitations of 

page-space, a most extraordinarily comprehensive 

work. 
T. F. CARNEY 

University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland 

E. C. Woodcock, A New Latin Syntax, pp. xxiv 
and 267(Methuen 1959; 32s 6d). 

This "New Latin Syntax" is new in that it is not 

merely a reference work to which perplexed writers 
of "proses" may have recourse, for it does more than 
give the constructions, phrases and expressions con

stituting elegant, i.e. Ciceronian, Latin prose. It 

purports to give the origin and development of a 
given construction, but from beyond the peroid of 
the earliest extant Latin authors. For though there is 

some development discernible during the three 
centuries from Plautus to Tacitus (p. xviii), yet, to 
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account for many phenomena, it is necessary to probe 
into the distant past; the three centuries of visible 
growth constitute as it were a mere outcrop; to explain 

its shape certain valid postulates have to be made 
concerning earlier syntactical developments; only an 
exposition including this "prehistorical" element can 

lay claim to being a historical syntax of the Latin la
guage. It will therefore contain hypothetical elements 
as the author realises ("The origin of many construc
tions is disputed" p. xvi); but these must serve, until 
they are rejected for more convincing hypotheses. 

As a example of the method of treatment we may 
select the subjunctive, perhaps the most comprehen
sive unit, but by no means the only one that is present

ed in a most satisfying way. Its apparent vagaries are 
convincingly accounted for; the initial assumption is 

that the varying usages of the subjunctive in indepen
dent sentences came first in time; these may be reduced 
to three main attitudes of the speaker viz. will, wish and 

opinion as to possibility (§§ 106-7) to which the jussive, 
optative and potential subjunctives correspond; the 
author thereupon shows how the various subjunctives 
in dependent clauses (e.g. indirect commands and 
questions, purpose and consecutive clauses, subordinate 

clauses in 0.0. etc.) were derived from these three 
initial attitudes, i.e. how the transition from parataxis 

to hypotaxis was effected, sometimes aided by analogy; 
it was only at a later stage "that the subjunctive came 
to be regarded as a distinguishing mark of subordi
nation" (§ 106). 

All through the data are marshalled in a readily 

intelligible way: after a clear statement of the con
struction and such development as it may have under
gone from Plautus of Tacitus, a more minute discus

sion of details and/or examples from the authors are 

added, e.g. § 272 gives the rules for subordinate clauses 

in 0.0., followed by numerous illustrations in evidence 
(§§ 273-8). A most instructive illustration of the 
difference in meaning between the imperf. subj. and 

the perfect in consecutive clauses is offered in § 164 
where sentences referring to the same event are 
quoted from two of Cicero's letters. 

As occasion offers the author applies some cogent 
reasoning to more or less accepted theories which 

he is not prepared to accept (e.g. in§§ 161; 271). There 
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are many instances of subtle and illuminating distinc

tions between types of clauses, tenses etc.; cf. §§ 175; 
185-6; 188-9 ; 221 note iv (p. 180; concerning the 

supposed retention of dum + pres. ind. in 0.0.); 

227 note (p. 185; antequam + fut. perf. ind.); the 

parallelism of qui and cum constructions, and particular

ly § 279 (an excursus on apparent exceptions to rules 

of sequence in subord. clauses in 0.0.). An attempt 

at completeness here would run to more lines than a 

reviewer may allow himself. 
A few lacunae may be indicated: (a) at the end of 

§ 30 one would have expected some reference to 

memini + pres. inf. in " I remember that he told me" 

(cf. Cic. Verr. 4.32 mem ini Pamphilum . .. mihi narrare) 
as against "Memini Caesarem Id. Mart. esse occisum". 

(b) In § 36 note iii (p. 25) the well known Nep. 23.12.2 
legatos ... miserunt ... qui ab rege peterent, ne inimi

cissimum suum secum haberet sibique dederet, and 

perhaps Cic. Verr. 4.27 respondit istum ad se misisse ut 

sibi mitteret Agrigentum peripetasmata could have 

served some purpose. One or two further suggestions: 

( c) The exam pie from Cic. Att. 13.26.2 (§ 125 pp. 94/5) 
would appear to contain a purely ep istolary imperfect, 

so that poteram is indeed equivalent to possum. (d) The 

extension of the generic subj. to the purely temporal 

cum(§ 235 p. 191) could be explained as an unconscious 

assumption of post hoc ergo propter hoc. 
The proof reading has been very efficient; printing 

errors are rare: p. 113 Notes line 11: favourtie (fa

vourite) ; p. 143 1.7 from bottom of p.: one (me); 192, 
end of Note i : diceba (dicebat) . The complete index of 

all passages from Latin authors is useful. 

The bibliography cites Krebs ' Antibarbarus of 1886; 
there is an improved seventh ed ition by Schmalz (1905); 
and Kuhner-Stegmann has been recently re-edited 

by Thierfelder (1955) , though not revised in detail 

and without any addit ion to the bibliography since 1912. 
A very readable and stimulating book. It is not 

nearly as voluminous as the last ment ioned German 

work, in fact only a fifth of its length, but it offers an 

adequate picture of the field it covers. The claims 

made for it on the dust jacket are in no way exaggera

ted, immo, digna sunt quae modo indicativo affirmentur. 

Nemo linguae Latinae studiosus verbis Terentianis 

ad p. 144 citatis non assentietur: "Nunquam accedo 

quin abeam doctior". 

H. L. GONIN 
University of Pretoria 
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features are large physical maps of Ancient Greece and Ancient 

Italy. 11 by 9 inches. 

London Prices: Limp cloth, 8s 6d. Boards, 10s 6d 

From all Booksellers 

GEORGE PHILIP & SON LTD 
30-32 Fleet Street London EC 4 England 

H E FF ER'S 
Catalogue 714, etc 

THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE AFRICAN CLASSICAL 
ASSOCIATIONS, a journal for original contributions in 
any aspect of Greek or Roman studies, will accept such 
contributions primarily, but not exclusively, from scholars 
within Africa. 

Material submitted for publication must be type
written , double spaced , and have ample margins. Contri
butors are entitled to receive 25 copies of their respective 
contributions free. 

Proceedings of the African Classical Associations is 
published annually in August . Articles for publication 
must reach the Managing Editor not later than April 30th. 
Advertising copy should be submitted to him by June 1st. 

The yearly subscription rate and /or the price for 
ind ividual volumes is 16 shillings (numbers of volumes 
available are limited) . Individual off-prints will be sold at 
cost prices. Cheques etc. should be made payable to and 
articles intended for publication, books for review, sub
scriptions, remittances and other editorial communications 
should be addressed to : The Managing Editor, Professor 
T. F. Carney, University College of Rhodesia and Nyasa
land , P. Bag 167 H, Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia. 

CLASSICAL ANTIQUITY 
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The Early Church, Middle Ages 

and Renaissance 

A catalogue of 146 pages of British and Foreign, New 

and Secondhand Books, on all aspects of the periods 

W. HEFFER & SONS LTD., CAMBRIDGE 



HELLENIC TRAVELLERS CLUB 
1961 Hellenic Cruises 

Under the patronage of the Vice-Chancellors of Oxford, Cambridge, Aberdeen, Glasgow and Reading Universities 
Cruise No. 22 • 31st March-16th April, 1961 
YUGOSLAVIA, GREECE AND TURKEY 

Venice, Dubrovnik, Delphi, Mistra, Sparta, Athens, Daphni and Eleusis or Sounion, Santorin, Delos, Volos, The Meteora, Cape Helles, 
Gallipoli Peninsula, Troy, The Bosphorus, Istanbul , Pergamum. Ephesus or Priene, Patmos, Knossos, Mallia or Gortyna and Phaestos, 
Olympia, Korcula, Venice. 

Cruise No. l3. 15th April-ht May, 1961 
YUGOSLAVIA, GREECE, TURKEY, LEBANON AND CYPRUS 

Venice, Dubrovnik, Pylos, Knossos, Antalya, Perge, Aspendos, Beirut, Byblos, Krak des Chevaliers, Baalbek (Optional Air Excursions 
to either Damascus and Palmyra ; or Bethlehem and Jerusalem : or Petra), Famagusta, Salamis, Nicosia, St. Hilarion, Bellapais, Kyrenia, 
Rhodes, Kamiros, Delos, Mykonos, Athens, Daphni and Eleusis or Sounion , Olympia, Korcula, Venice. 

Cruise No. 24 • 30th April-16th May, 1961 
YUGOSLAVIA, GREECE AND TURKEY 

Venice, Dubrovnik, Olympia, Knossos, Antalya, Perge, Aspendos, Side, Rhodes, Lindos or Philerimos and Kamiros, Ephesus or Priene, 
Patmos, Cape Helles, Gallipoli Peninsula, Troy, The Bosphorus , Istanbul, Delos, Athens, Daphni and Eleusis or Sounion, Nauplion, 
Mycenae, Epidauros, Tiryns, Delphi, Venice. 

Cruise No. 25 • 8th Aup1t-24th Aup1t, 1961 
YUGOSLAVIA, GREECE AND TURKEY 

Venice, Korcula, Olympia, Old Corinth, Mycenae, Epidauros, Knossos, Mallia or Gortyna and Phaestos, Rhodes, Lindos or Ph ilerimos 
and Kam iros, Ephesus, Patmos, Cape Helles, Gallipol i Peninsula, Troy, The Bosphorus, Istanbul, Samothraki, Athens, Daphni and Eleu
sis or Sounion, Delos, Mykonos, Delphi, Dubrovnik, Venice. 

Cruise No. 26 • 23rd Au1u1t-8th September, 1961 
GREECE, TURKEY, LEBANON AND YUGOSLAVIA 

Venice, Delphi , Athens, Daphni and Eleusis or Sounion, Delos, Paros, Rhodes, Lindos or Philerimos and Kamiros, Antalya, Perge, 
Aspendos, Beirut. Byblos, Baalbek (Optional Two Day Air Excursion to Bethlehem and Jerusalem ; Optional Two Day Excursion to 
Damascus), Mallia, Knossos, Olympia, Dubrovnik, Venice. 

Cruise No. 27 • 7th September-23rd September, 1961 
GREECE, EGYPT AND YUGOSLAVIA 

Venice, Delphi, Delos, Mykonos, Rhodes, Alexandria, Cairo, Memphis, Sakkarah (Optional Two Day Excursion to Luxor, Karnak and 
Thebes) , Knossos, Mallia or Gortyna and Phaestos, Athens, Daphni and Eleusis or Sounion, Olympia, Dubrovnik, Venice. 

Cruises 22, 23 & 24 will be accompanied by S Guest Lecturers, and Cruises 25, 26 & 27 will be accompanied by -4 Guest Lecturers 

The s.s. "ANKARA" hu been chartered for Cruises 22, 23 & 2◄. and the t .s.s. "ADRIA TIKI" hu been chartered for Cruises 25 , 26 & 27. 

Each Cruise will be accompanied by six Guest Lecturers who 
will give Lectures on Board and at the various Sites visited 

Guest Lecturers accompanying Cruises include 

MR. J. BOARDMAN, M.A. , F.S.A. SIR MAURICE BOWRA, O.Leg.d ' H., D. Litt ., M.A., F.B.A. SIR WILLIAM CALDER, LLD., 
D.Phil.. F.B.A. LORD DAVID CECIL, C.H .• M.A .. F.R.S.L. MR. JOHN CHADWICK, M.A., PROFESSOR E. R. DODDS, M.A., 
F.B.A., SIR HARRY LUKE, K.C.M.G., M.A., D.Litt., K.J.St.J . MR. MICHAEL MACLAGAN, 0.St.J. , M.A., F.S.A. THE REV. 
GERVASE MATHEW, M.A., F.S.A. MR J. E. MORPURGO, M.A. THE REV. CANON GUY PENTREATH, M.A. MR. 
STEWART PEROWNE, 0.B.E. , K.St.J., M.A. PROFESSOR W. B. STANFORD, M.A., Litt.D. PROFESSOR ERIC G. TUR
NER, M.A., F.B.A. MR. J. B. WARD PERKINS, C.B.E., M.A., F.B.A., F.S.A. SIR MORTIMER WHEELER, C.1.E., M.C., 
T.D., D.Litt., F.B.A., F.S.A. MR. D. R. WIGRAM, M.A., B.Sc. SIR JOHN WOLFENDEN, C.B.E., M.A. 

PRICES FROM 85 GNS 
(INCLUDING TRAVEL LONDON-VENICE AND RETURN) 

For particulars and reservations apply to 

W. F. & R. K. SWAN (HELLENIC) LTD 
260 (H96) TOTTENHAM CT. RD., LONDON, W.I Telephones: Museum 8070 (12 lines) 

DETAILS OF OUR FOUR 1962 HELLENIC CRUISES WILL BE AVAILABLE MID-OCTOBER 1961 
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A LITERAR·Y HISTORY 
OFROME 

BY J. WI G HT D U F F 

EDITED BY A. M. DUFF 

VOLUME ONE 

From the Origins to the Close of the Golden Age 

50s 

VOLUME TWO 

The Silver Age: From Tiberius to Hadrian 

63s 

... should, and doubtless will, go on the bookshelf of every 
undergraduate, classical sixth-former, and general student of 
the humanities ... incomparably the best work on its chosen 
subject at present available in the English language. 

The Times Literary Supplement 

... all the marks of a scholar and great humanist: erudite, but 
not pedantic; interesting to the advanced student and non
specialist; of considerable literary merit... and inspired by a 
generous and wide vision. 

Greece and Rome 

ERNEST BENN 
BO UV ER I E HO USE - FLEET STREET - LON DON - EC4 



RECENT OXFORD BOOKS 

Orationes Ox onienses Selectae 

SHORT LATIN SPEECHES ON DISTINGUISHED CONTEMPORARIES BY T. F. HIGHAM 

In the selection of these lively orations by a former Public Orator: of the University of Oxford, 
variety of theme and treatment and the interest attaching to the person honoured have been the 
main considerations . 'For many years', said \V. H. Auden, on the retirement of T. F. Higham, 
'he has made every public occasion at which he assisted a literary event.' r ss 

Roman Literary Portraits BY EINAR LoFSTEDT 

This translation from the Swedish of the late Einar Lofstedt's essays and lectures has as some of its 
subjects the Roman publicist and historian Sallust; the Roman financiers Lucullus, Att icus, and 
Augustus; as well as Cicero, Tacitus, and Marcus Aurelius. 'The great figures are treated not just 
as writers but as part an parcel of Roman life. They and their times live again in the wide and 
intimate knowledge here imparted in such glowing, richly conversational style. This is a book 
which will Forster a love of Latin.' Scottish Educational Journal. 2 rs 

Cicero : Pro Caelio 
EDITED BY R. G. AUSTIN. THIRD EDITION 

In this third edition, appendixes II and III have been rewritten, the bibliography has been enlarged, 
and there is a body of new notes. , ss 

Euripides: Bacchae 
EDITED, WITH INTRODUCTION AND COMMENTARY, BY E. R. DODDS 

SECOND EDITION 

The Introduction and Commentary have been revised throughout, account has been taken of 
some fresh evidence on the text from a new papyrus, and indexes have been added. These changes 
should increase the book's usefulness to the advanced student without obscurting its usefulness 
primarily to undergraduates and sixth formers. 2 rs 

Two Oiford Paperbacks for publication in September 

The Rise of the Greek Epic BY SIR GILBERT MuRRAY 

This well-known classic of Greek scholarship is a bold and imaginative attempt to see the Homeric 
poems in their historical context, and contains much learning lightly worn and delightfully 
presented. Ss. 6d 

The Roman Revolution BY SIR RONALD SYME 

This is a profound and unconventional treatment of a great theme the fall of the Republic and 
the decline of freedom in Rome between 60 B. C. and A.D. , 4, and the rise to power of the greatest 
of the Roman emperors. 'His work, well documented and well written, extraordinarily persuasive 
and interesting, is the best book on Roman history that has appeared for many years.' C.M. Bowra 
in The Spectator. 

En9lish published prices 

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 

P.O. BOX 3892, SALISBURY, S.R. 


